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Introductory Statement

The Center's mission is to improve teaching in American schools
Too many teachers still employ a didactic style aimed at filling passi%e
students with facts. The teacher's environment often prevents him from
changing his style, and may indeed drive him out of the profession. And
the children of the poor typically suffer from the worst teaching.

The Centel uses the resources of the behavioral sciences in pur-
suing its objectives. Drawing primarily upon psychology and sociology,
but also upon other behavioral science disciplines, the Center has for-
mulated program.:; of research, development, demonstration, and dissemina-
tion in three areas. Program 1, Teaching Effectiveness, is now develop-
ing a Model Teacher Training System that can be used to train both begin-
ning and experienced teachers in effective teaching skills. Program 2,

Environment for Teaching, is developing models of school organization
and ways of evaluating teachers that will encourage teachers to become
more professional and more committed. Program 3, Teaching Students from
Low-Income Areas, is developing materials and procedures for motivating
both students and teachers in low-income schools.

This manual is based on research conducted as part of the project
entitled Effective Reinforcement for Achievement Behaviors in Low-Income
Children, under the leadership of Pauline S. Sears. The project was part
of the Program on Teaching Effectiveness. A year of fieldwork was done
in a low-income, predominantly Black community. The purpose oi the manu-
al is to provide guidelines to teachers and administrators seeking to
implement a similar student leadership program.

The full design and results of the research (based on the first
semester only) w?re reported in the author's dissertation, "A Leadership
Program Designed to Improve the Attitudes and Behavior of Black Elemen-
tary Students: An Action-Research Project" (Stanford University, 1973).
Part III of this manual is drawn from Appendix II of the dissertation.
SCRDT Technical Report No. 36, The Modification of Undesirable Attitudes
and Classroom Behavior Through Constructive Use of Social Power in the
School Peer Culture (August 1973), reproduces the text of the disserta-
tion and some appendixes.
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Abstract

This manual provides administrators and teachers with practical
guidelines for designing and implementing a program to develop student
skills for leadership and responsible citizenship and for generating
positive pupil attitudes toward self and school. The Student Leadership
Program outlined was field tested for one year in a low-income Black
elementary school. The specific aims of the program were to reduce the
disruptive, negative behavior of some socially powerful students while
increasing the rewards for more appropriate models and for teacher
efforts to improve the environment for learning. Although it was de-
signed to promote more desirable student behavior and attitudes in a
"distressed" situation, where negative attitudes and tensions prevailed,
the program has unlimited application. The plan can be suitably adapted
for use with children from grades three to eight in schools large or
small, rural or urban.

The manual has three major parts. Part I defines the problem
and the rationale of the program. Part II delineates all steps neces-
sary for setting up the leadership program and getting it under way.
Alternative methods are noted and suggestions are given for difficulties
which might be encountered. Anecdotal records of the first semester of
the pilot program constitute Part III.

The recommendations contained in the manual are based on anal-
yses of the field test and other relevant research findings.

vi



PART I: THE NEED FOR STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

Chapter 1

THE PROBLEM

The Student Leadership Program described in this manual was

designed to improve pupil attitudes and behavior while developing

skills for leadership and responsible citizenship. American educators

have been earnestly seeking solutions to the problems of insufficient

academic achievement and motivation to achieve. Though once these

problems pertained to only a few youngsters in each school, recently it

has become evident that they pertain to many students throughout our

nation's schools. Teachers are reporting more students as uninterested

in curriculum, unmotivated to strive for good grades, and unconcerned

about the fact that they are performing at levels far below their

potential for achievement.

Although the most critical conditions prevail in the schools

that have been labelled "disadvantaged," "culturally different," or

"low-income," there is increasing awareness of these problems in all

types of communities. In schools of middle or upper socioeconomic

status, spite of overall high academic achievement there often is

great concern within school staffs and citizenry over the growing num-

bers of "underachievers," "dropouts," or students with "anti-

establishment" attitudes. Teachers in all kinds of schools complain

that too many students do not seem to care about achieving "a good

education," appear to want to put forth the least effort to "get by,"

and do not respect adults or the institution of formal education. Par-

ents in all kinds of communities frequently complain that their chil-

dren do not want to go to school, do not like school work, and do not

seem to care about achieving success in school.

Complaints regarding student attitudes and behavior have been

most prevalent at the secondary and college levels of education. How-
-

ever, visits to elementary schools throughout the country will reveal

that many youngsters eight to eleven years of age al:) express negative
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or apathetic attitudes toward school. Those attitudes usually cause

the child to behave in ways that reduce the rewards and increase the

amount of failure, tension, and conflict he experiences in school.

Consequently, by the time many youngsters arrive at the secondary level

of schooling, their attitudes and behavioral patterns reject the effortt,

of teachers to increase their motivation to learn and their actual

achievement. The critical need is for skillful correction and preven-

tion of these problems at the elementary level.

Even though this student leadership program was designed origi-

nally to help correct the problems of negative pupil attitudes and

behavior in a very distressed elementary school in a low-income Black

community, the program has value for any elementary school. It is val-

uable as a tool for developing in young children the attitudes and

behavior which will increase their chances for rewarding achievement

and productive citizenship. An elementary school which has compara-

tively high school morale, students with essentially healthy attitudes

toward self and others, and a harmonious and productive learning envi-

ronment may use a leadership program to perpetuate the positive climate

and to increase the extent to which students develop skills for leader-

ship and responsible citizenship.

The details of the Leadership Program will be presented as they

were developed for the "distressed" school that tested and evaluated

the ideas. Suggestions and possible alternatives which seem helpful in

light of the evaluation of the pilot project have been included. The

reader is urged to consider thoughtfully each aspect of the program in

relation to his particular school situation. Some of the information

may be most useful as a reminder of the difficulty of trying to correct

an extremely distressed situation and the desirability of using pi,ven-

tive measures. Where the skills and experiences of teachers and !pupils

have better prepared them for the Leadership Program, the process of

developing and effectively implementing such a plan will be easier and

quicker (some steps later described may be omitted). In order that the

reader can better evaluate the steps suggested and modify the proce-

dures appropriately for a particular situation, the extreme conditions
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of a "distressed" school will he described first. Then, what can le

done to improve the situation will he defined. The last section ill

enumerate very specific steps and details.

A "Distressed" School

The degree to which a school might he described as "distressed"

is determined by the extent to which teachers, administrators, and

pupils in the school report it to be a place where tension and conflict

prevail and individuals are not happy and productive in their work.

Observations by nonprofessional staff (cafeteria workers, custodians,

aides, or office workers) and by outside's would confirm the reports.

Conversations with individuals reveal a lack of pride in the school and

often in personal accomplishments. Adults and students seem discontent

with the need for excessive discipline to control some pupils who re-

peatedly disrupt group activities or challenge adult authorities.

Teachers in such a school find many students unresponsive to their

motivational techniques and have decided that pressure or coercion is

the only effective means of obtaining any effort from some students.

In a distressed school, both teachers and pupils perceive few

rewards for effort. Teachers report frequently feeling that their

attempts fail to increase the interest of students in learning activi-

ties or their desire to strive for higher achievement. Students like-

wise report disappointment with the results of their efforts to achieve,

feeling it is extremely difficult to please the adults or to succeed

with the work assigned. Essentially a cycle becomes established between

teachers and students in which neither feels his efforts are appreci-

ated or rewarded. When this occurs, negative attitudes and destructive

behavior begin to interfere significantly with ?ducational goals.

"Destructive" behavior is simply that which impairs interper-

sonal relationships and the teaching-learning process in the classroom

or on the sPhrifil grounds. It is defensive behavior through which indi-

viduals try to preserve or g n some self-respect, a good feeling about

themselves. A teacher may try to force cooperative behavior and to

demand achievement. Such behavior usually includes a high percentage
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of negative comments, criticism, threatened or actual punishment. An:

coercive control techniques. To preserve self-esteem, a student rIAV

respond by trying to discount the importance of academic achievement or

"good behavior" in the classroom and may decide that peer attention or

peer-group status is more important. As a result, the student's hen --

ior may include a high percentage of attention-getting devices,

disruption, defiance of authority or disrespectful acts in .ldtion t.

the teacher. This behavior may gain for him peer laurier, Admiration,

or at least attention.

In the struggle to preserve scl!-ester m, then, a power struggft

may develop in which the teacher attempt to maintain control of stu-

dent behavior through coercion and assure while students t.'y to

exhibit independence from adul' controls and to gain peer nttenti'm

through means which disrt_ or impair the teaching-earning process.

In such circumstances, teachers report dissatisfaction with the Amount

of time and energy consumed by disciplining students and the little

time left for "real teaching." Students report dislike for ClaSSroom

"learning" activities and evidence frustration and hostility in their

statements about teachers and school.

When a school environment becomes infested with individuals who

feel frustrated, hostile, and pressured, educational goals will not be

achieved The power struggles an4 ego-defensive behavior severely

cripple the school's ability to function in terms of its educational

objectives. The environment becomes destructive rather than construc-

tive in relation to building motivation to achieve, enthusiasm for

learning, and expectations of success with rewarding outcomes for

effort. Adults and children feel unrewarded, unappreciated, and un-

likely to succeed. An absence of personal and group pride is felt.

The Goal

The primary goal of the Leadership Program is to help teachers

and students create a more harmonious and productive environment which

will more closely approach being the optimal climate for learning. In

relation to each learner, a specific learning environment (e.g.,
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classroom or school) may be evaluated and placed un a continuum ranging

from least to most conducive to optimal learning and personal-social

development. The Lea,,Iership Program is intended to move the school

along the continuum towala providing the Aeal or optimal conditions

fr a greater number of its students. Such an environment would be

more rewarding for teachers also.

The word "climate" is used to represent the general socioemo-

tional atmosphere of a classroom or school. That climate either stimu-

lates or restricts the productivity (i.e., achievement) of individuals

and the group. Its influence stems from the fz-t that the socioaffec-

tive needs of an individual (i.e., to feel acceited, respected, valuable

to the group) must be satisfied at least miniMaly before he can become

self-motivated to learn, produce, and contribute to ,:oup achievement.

If academic achievement tends to be low and the need for discipline is

demanding in a school, in spite of suitable curriculum, the teachers

and administrators must evaluate the socioemotional atmosphere and con-

sider ways of improving it. The climate of a classroom or school is

generated through the interaction of the attitudes and behavior of

individuals in it. Therefore, to change that climate the attitudes and

behavior of those individuals must be modified in desira)le ways. To

influence adults and children to produce the desired charges, one must

clearly picture the goal.

The "ideal" school environment, which teachers and students

should be striving to create, is the opposite of that found in the dis-

tressed schools. Observations in the more ideal school and self-reports

from teachers and pupils consistently reveal pride, a sense of accom-

plishment and satisfaction, positive attitudes toward self and others,

enthusiasm for classroom experiences, and mutual respect among individu-

als and groups within the school. Individuals appear relaxed, happy,

and productive, and the climate is one of responsiveness and cooperation

rather than oppression.

The educational outcomes of such a learning environment could

be summarized by four statements describing the intended end product,

the adult individual:
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1. He is motivated for life-long learning, for the continual
formulation of questions and search for answers.

2. lie possesses adequate skills for answering questions he will
ask and for solving the problems he will encounter during
his lifetime.

3. He is equipped for emotional and social satisfaction and
growth with- -

a healthy self-concept which allows him to be open, not
defensive;

ability to adapt to varying social situation;

social skills which allow interpersonal effectiveness and
rewarding relationships.

4. He is aware of and capable of fulfilling his responsibil-
ities as an adult member of society who is self-reliant,
conscientious, and socially sensitive to the needs of
others.

The Age for Laying the Foundation

Parents and teachers can make a case for most any age being a

critical time in the development of attitudes or patterns of behavior,

since the process by which a child becomes an adult is a long, complex

one in our culture. Certainly the initial years, kindergarten to

second grade, are extremely important in the development of attitudes

toward self, others, and school. Many adults justifiably stress the

importance of the years in junior and senior high school. A case can

also be made for the intermediate years (grades 4, 5, 6), especially in

relation to the development of skills for responsible self-direction

and for leadership.

In a distressed school, teachers note that the students become

increasingly negative and resistant to adult influence with each year

in school. They also report that through the six grades it becomes

progressively more difficult to motivate learning, to redirect energies,

and to produce achievement. In the intermediate grades, class size

often becomes larger, the rewards of social interaction with peers

become greater, and the curriculum becomes increasingly frustrating for

many who are not able to read and write as expected for the grade level.
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It is with the teachers and pupils at the intermediate level that the

problems of "distress" become most acute.

At the same time, students of that age are sufficiently mature

to be able to develop skills for self-direction and leadership. This

is true even in low-income communities because children there often

assume heavy responsibilities in the home. It is also the time when

students begin to become conscious of their desire for "power," or the

ability to influence people and circumstances. For these reasons, the

Leadership Program was designed for use in the intermediate grades. It

is conceivable that in some schools the program could be extended suc-

cessfully to include third graders. This is dependent upon the organi-

zation of the school and the level of pupil skills.
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Chapter 2

HOW TO IMPROVE PUPIL ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

Given the conditions of a distressed school, how can change be

effected? This question can be answered at two levels: the classroom

and the school. Whether or not the entire school makes a coordinated

effort to improve pupil attitudes and behavior, there are specific ways

in which an individual teacher may improve the learning climate of her

classroom. Change in the general school atmosphere, however, cannot he

accomplished without the supportive efforts of the teachers to create

the necessary classroom conditions. Therefore, in considering how to

change pupil attitudes and behavior significantly, one must begin with

understanding the changes which must occur in the individual classrooms

and the teacher behavior necessary to create the desired environment.

Changing Interpersonal Interactions

Basically the change in pupil attitudes and behavior must occur

through the interpersonal interactions in the classrooms. As was de-

scribed earlier, in the distressed school a cycle of inteiaction often

has become established in which the teacher and pupil do not reward each

other, and both expect to fail in relation to the other. For example,

a pupil may expect to fail to meet the teacher's standards for assigned

work, so he continually turns in careless, messy, and incomplete wark.

The teacher suspects he is lazy and expects him to take advantage of

any leniency, so she increases her demands and the penalties for not

performing satisfactorily. Apart from interaction during learning

activities, both tend to avoid encountering each other because only

uncomfortable or unpleasant feelings result. This is a negative cycle

of interpersonal interaction.

The teacher desires to be rewarded for her teaching efforts by

responsive pupils who are happy, cooperative, and eager to learn, and

who achieve sufficiently to reflect good teaching. The pupil is seeking
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pcsitive response from others in his social environment--smiles, compli-

ments, attention, recognition of his worth, affection. People who af-

firm his personal worth with such responses become increasingly impor-

tant to him; those who do not, he tries to regard as relatively

unimportant.

The interaction between two people can be thought of as a cycle

because the behavior of one largely dependent upon the present or past

behavior of the other. Therefore, when the nature of the cycle is to

be changed (as from negative and rejecting to positive and accepting),

the cycle must he broken. Often teacher: try to break the cycle by

forcing the pupil to behave differently. Actually, a teacher can more

effectively influence pupil behavior by changing her own behavior in

interaction with the student.

The following section describes specific teacher behaviors that

are essential for creating the type of teacher-pupil interaction which

is the basis for developing the optimal classroom cl_mate described

earlier. Although interpersonal interaction among pupils is equally

important to the classroom climate, if the teacher models desirable

behavior in interpersonal relationships and employs methods of increas-

ing self-esteem and successful self-management, individually and as a

group, the desired socioemotional environment will be developed.

Desirable Teacher Behavior

The teacher who successfully creates an optimal classroom cli-

mate for learning consistently exhibits four sets of behavior. Teachers

seeking to improve their classroom environment may use the following

descriptions of those sets of behavior as guidelines.

1) Communication of Respect and Caring for Individuals. The

first set of behaviors is based upon genuine enjoyment of interpersonal

relationships with pupils. The teacher contantly is aware that her

class is comprised of unique, valuable individuals--all different from

each other in many ways. She shows her respect for individuals by

entrusting them with responsibilities--e.g., for correcting their own

work and studying the errors, for governing themselves during an
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activity, for maintaining a clean room, for delivering messages and

expensive equipment, etc. The children in her class feel that they are

respected when she requests, values, and uses their opinions and ideas

teven regarding how she can improve her effectiveness as a teacher!).

This teacher not only listens with respect to individuals, she delights

in the differences between their opinions and abilities. She marvels

at Johnny's ability to be logical and solve a problem; she appreciates

Kenny's emotional sense of justice and fair play; Donny's sense of humor

causes her to laugh heartil:; Susan's imagination fascinates her; and

Karen's creative thinking impresses her. Each person is special and

precious to her.

This teacher finds potential gifts within each pupil and her

enthusiasm communicates confidence that each is able to make valuable

contributions to society. Her caring is communicated as she recognizes

Personal feelings, needs, and accomplishments - -no matter how small--and

as she responds with encouragement, help, praise, or empathy. Her

smiles, her affectionate touch, her spontaneous exuberance over any

small success arc some of the ingredients in her behavior which communi-

cate, "I care."

2) Accentuating the Positive and Planning for Success. If the

te.:her behaves so that she communicates respect and caring for individ-

uals, this second set of behaviors is included almost naturally. How-

ever, this category is important enough to warrant separate attention.

First of all, the teacher's outlook must truly regard the posi-

tive events of the day as far more important than the disappointments

or "failures." The word failures was placed in quotation marks to

suggest that events t'ecome perceived as failures in light of the expec-

tations of individuals. The same event may be perceived by one person

as a failure and by another as a success. A teacher may evaluate the

accomplishments of the day by the amount of personal and group success

perceived by pupils. Little steps, not just milestones, should be

recognized as significant indications of growth. When success is not

achieved, the teachers should emphasize the opportunity to learn from

the experience rather than labelling it as "failure."



The teacher who accentuates the positive also will conscien-

tiously do two related things: (a) Increase the frequency and probabil-

ity of success through the careful selection and planning of curriculum

and tasks; (b) Increase rewards for effort as well as for any measure

of achievement. These behaviors actually reflect values that govern

the teacher's interaction with individuals and the group. She selects

materials and activities which will be meaningful, stimulating, and

successful experiences for her pupils. She generously rewards effort

and improvement. Meaningful rewards for pupils include smiles, praise,

public recognition in the class, privileges, and responsibilities. The

student learns that effort to achieve pays off with greater freedom to

choose from alternatives, increased respect and status with classmates,

and opportunities to do important "jobs" with responsibility--e.g.,

keeping class records, dispersing play equipment, correcting papers,

running errands.

3) Encouraging Pupil Self-Direction.
1

If a teacher wants her

students to become more responsible and independent, she must slowly

and consistently build skills for successful self-direction. This

skill-building begins with attention to the thinking process. The stu-

dent must become aware of the need to anticipate the consequences of

his actions in making decisions and must develop skills in considering

alternative methods of successfully accomplishing his goals. This

process is a continual one as the teacher works with individuals or the

group, helping them learn how to think carefully while considering

alternatives, making decisions and evaluating the results of decisions.

This skill can be developed while deciding how to improve one's math

performance or while the class attempts to reorganize the equipment and

furniture in the room!

1
Sample materials for many of the ideas contained in this sec-

tion may be found in an SCRDT manual on intensive in-service teacher
education in distressed, low-income elementary schools (forthcoming).
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Most important to the thinking process is patience. The teacher

must riot give in to the more expedient method of doing the thinking for

her pupils. In order to have the required patience, she also must be

free from the threat of failure. If she truly is able to accept fail-

ures to meet goals as successful learning experiences, the students will

likewise be free emotionally to Make decisions without fear of failure.

The teacher who builds skills in self-direction, then, continu-

ally involves her students in decision-making and evaluation of out-

comes. Through individual or small group conferences and class meet-

ings with the total group, she teaches them- -

how to set a goal,

to consider thoughtfully all alternatives,

to select one of the possible methods to test,

and to plan to implement the method effectively.

Planning involves learning how to follow directions, how to organize

oneself or a group of individuals for successful completion of a plan,

and how to remember one's responsibilities. Chil:iren need to be taught

how to use personal memos, daily charts for planning and evaluating

their use of time, and signals as reminders--e.g., the recess bell as a

signal to stop and evaluate what needs to be done next.

This thinking process can be called problem-solving. It should

be used to help individuals and the group deal with soc_l problems of

interpersonal relationships (e.g., "Why did our group activity end up

with so many people upset and frustrated?"), with academic or curricu-

lar decisions (e.g., "What projects should be included in our unit on

Indians?"), and with organizational issues (e.g., "How can we arrange it so

that everyone gets a fair turn with the tape recorder?"). The continu-

al and conscientious use of problem-solving develops thinking skills

in individuals which allow for the development of successful self-

management throughout life.

4) Building Group Cohesiveness. The fourth set of desirable

teacher behaviors involves building a positive group self-image which

encourages members of the group to support the efforts of each other.

Both by example and by direct instruction, the teacher must teach that
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all members of the group have responsibility for each other, that each

individual is expected to help the group set and achieve goals. In this

type of classroom there is a spirit of cooperation more than competi-

tion, and a sense of pride in the accomplishments of individual members

and of the group.

A principal method of developing group cohesiveness is through

regular class meetings for sharing or problem-solving. During these

sessions, .students are taught by teacher example and precept to listen

respectfully to each person. Out of listening to the personal expres-

sions of others and discussing them comes increased understanding of

persons and problems. When all views of a problem have been examined,

the members may discuss possible group action and make a decision. It

is vital that all members understand that the group decision, arrived

at by consensus or by majority vote, requires the support of every indi-

vidual. When this is understood and all have participated in the pro-

cess that produced the group decision, then tension or resistance to

the group action resulting from the decision is reduced or eliminated.

A successful group effort is probable.

The development of group cohesiveness enables the teacher to

transfer major responsibility for discipline to the peer group. When

an individual fails to exercise self-control, for example, others in his

group help him. An effective variation of the technique of group self-

discipline is the use of teams. Small groups of students seated in

clusters may form teams. Team members help each other remember and

obey class-established rules. Team leaders may assist by being certain

that their groups meet expectations, like being ready for recess on

time. This method relieves the teacher of much "disciplinary action"

formerly perceived as exclusively her role.

In summary, the teacher who attempts to increase the frequency

of her behaviors that would be included in the four categories described

above will experience some measure of success in developing a more har-

monious and productive classroom climate. She may struggle some with

the emotional discomfort of having less certain control over events.

It is not always easy for adults to comfortably accept student decisions
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or the somewhat more disorganized or disorderly manner in which deci-

sions are derived or carried out. But, if the teacher perseveres with

belief that the process is extremely valuable, before long she will find

herself reaping the rewards of students who are happier, more respon-

sible and more productive. She also will take great pride in the amount

of personal growth she observes occurring in her classroom.
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Chapter 3

CHANGE \T THE SCHOOL LEVEL

Although a teacher can effect significant changes within her

classroom, the total school environment is critical to the development

and maintenance of general attitudes toward school experiences. It is

these general attitudes which comprise the institutional goal's. Those

goals include a positive regard for educational institutions, adults,

peers, and cross-generational relationships. Also included are these

objectives for each student:

to recognize the importance of individual behavior to society,

to sense his personal value to society,

to accept the need for individuals to meet requirements and to

adapt to the needs of the group, and

to desire continual self-improvement throughout life.

To have lasting effect, these objectives must be met by the impact of

school experiences upon the individual.

The need for coordinated school programs or projects involving

students and faculty has been increased perhaps by the extent to which

team teaching, modified forms of departmentalization, and flexible

scheduling and grouping have permeated the elementary school. Consist-

ency and cooperation among adults in the school environment undoubtedly

increase the success of individual teacher efforts to meet educational

objectives.

How to Bring About Change

The methods by which change can be effected in the total school

environment are parallel to those previously defined for the classroom.

The basic change desired occurs through changes in the perceptions and

expect ctions of students. The youngsters must come to perceive the

adults in the institution as caring and respectful of individuals.

Pupils must increasingly perceive the school as a friendly place in
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which good, rewarding experiences occur. They must develop the expec-

tation of experienr'ng success more than failure, academically and

socially. A system_of attainable and meaningful rewards should become

obvious to students, and punishments should be regarded as 1ecessary

and fair. For these changes to occur within the students of a particu-

lar school, needless to say, it may be necessary first for adult per-

ceptions and expectations to change so that desirable teacher and admin-

istrator behaviors can be increased.

How does a school environment communicate caring and respect to

individuals? Caring is evidenced by the sensitivity of individuals for

each other and the welfare (IL the group. Adults in the school greatly

influence this part of the emotional climate by their example. Children

readily assess the extent to which their teacher is aware of and respon-

sive tc their personal feelings and needs. All of her behavior reveal..;

this to them.

Respect is communicated very clearly by genuine trust and confi-

dence in individual success. If adults trust children, they provide

them with opportunities to assume responsibility for making and carrying

out decisions. And, they are confident the students can do their task

well and will perform to the best of their ability. If "failure"

occurs, it is regarded as a learning experience which does not change

the teacher's expectation of ultimate success at the task.

The Ideal School

The optimal school climate for learning and socioemotional

growth grants power to pupils. This is vital to the attainment of edu-

cational goals for individual personal-social growth. In the more

traditional view of the classroom and school, adults were seen to be

the persons in control, with power to influence people and events. A

healthy school climate contains a balance of power; both teachers mid

pupils perceive themselves as important, having opinions and feelings

that count, and having the ability and opportunity to influence events

in the school. This contrasts with the perception of being a "pawn"

who is helpless to change anything and is only the target of the
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powerful action of others. When pupils feel powerful to influence

desirable changes in the school, they also will feel significant to the

school culture, respected, trusted not to abuse power, and willing to

invest effort to make the school a better place. Students who feel

responsible for the quality of their school tend to work harder to make

it a good place, of which they can be proud.

When the desirable changes have been made in the school climate,

an obvious sense of personal pride prevails among the students and

adults. All of them then work to uphold a positive self-image, which

the group has worked to develop. With such pride and sense of respon-

sibility for the school environment, individuals are responsive to the

needs of the group and its members. In such a setting, persons do not

have to be defensive, strive to gain attention or social recognition,

or look elsewhere for meaningful rewards. Being a proud member of the

group is both personally rewarding and socially gratifying.

The most fundamental motivation of human behavior in social

settings can be said to be the enhancement of the individual's sense of

worth. In the school climate described above, the pupil values highly

the chance to be at school because it enhances his sense of worth and

thus is highly rewarding.
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PART II: THE STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMA COORDINATED STAFF EFFORT

Chapter 4

PREPARATION

This section of the manual provides detailed guidelines to

help a school staff design a student leadership program similar to one

field tested by the author.
1

Anecdotal records of most of the sessions

conducted with first-semester student leaders, samples of meetings with

the teachers and of various tools used are contained in Part Three of

this manual. The reader is advised to remember that the program was

tested in a very "distressed" school. The steps of program development

outlined below are those followed in the research study. The reader

will want to evaluate the suggestions in light of his specific situation,

perhaps modifying or omitting some steps. At points where it might

help the reader to be informed about options that exist, the alterna-

tives will be described briefly along with the considerations to be

weighed in decision-making.

An Overview of the Program

The purpose of the Leadership Program is to direct the

energies and social influence of students toward the improvement of

the school environment. Through the program, leaders in the peer cul-

ture are engaged in group problem-solving in response to the simple

question, "How can our school become a better place?" After the group

decides what desirable changes the students could bring about, they con-

sider alternative means of accomplishing the changes. Projects are se-

lected and implemented to meet the goals and a continual process of

evaluation follows.

1
For detailed results of the experimental pilot project, see

J. R. Whitmore, The modification of undesirable attitudes and classroom
behavior through constructive use of social power in the school peer
culture (SCRDT, Technical Report No. 36), Stanford University, 1973.
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The adult advisor to the Leadership Group (which may be called

a Council) must be flexible, helping the students modify their plans or

change their direction when evaluation suggests it. The program is more

a method or process by which students become involved in changing the

school than it is a set of specific events or steps which inevitably

lead to certain outcomes. A flexible approach is absolutely essential

if the Leadership Program is to be a vehicle by which adults in the

school communicate respect and trust. If the decisions and the direc-

tion of the program are controlled by the adult advisor, the students

will regard Ihc Leadership Council as powerless in reality and the pro-

gram as "phony". This will defeat the purpose of the program and prevent

the expected outcomes of increased student responsibility for the

school environment, improved group self-image and individual sense of

worth, greater sense o ,i1 power to effect desirable changes, and

more positive attitudes ward school.

This manual provides guidelines for the development of a

student Leadership Program. Once such a program has been initiated

successfully, the decision should be made as to how its structure or

design should be modified as an ongoing program. For example, an im-

portant question pertains to the participants: Althnugh the program

begins using natural peer-group leaders, in an ongoing program should all

students be given an opportunity to participate at some time during the

elementary years? Another question is: Should the participants be

selected through class elections, acting more as representatives of

fellow students than as Leaders in the original sense (to be described

later). This decision must be made by each school; either alternative

has merit.

Initiating the Program

An advisor. One teacher or administrator must be responsible

for working with the group of Leaders and for coordinating the faculty

in designing and supporting the program. The Advisor's role in relation-

ship to the faculty is three-fold:
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1. Acting as group leader for staff discussions and
problem-solving sessions related to the Leadership
Program;

2. Encouraging and facilitating, through regular meetings,
communication among the staff and between the Leader-
ship Council and the faculty;

3. Generating teacher support for Leaders, offering
counsel and assistance to teachers in order to increase
the success of individual Leaders.

The Advisor's role in relationship to the Leadership Council

would include the following behaviors:

1. Facilitating group activities--discussions, planning
cooperating, etc.;

2. Providing information on resources and alternatives
available to the group;

3. Training students in leadership skills such as con-
ducting discussions or class meetings, exemplifying
good citizenship by being responsible and dependable,
and usir, problem-solving skills;

4. Helping students become increasingly self-directive
through experiences like conducting their own Leadership
meetings with a chairperson or learning to operate
in task forces to carry out projects with increasing
independence;

S. Providing continuous support to the group and indivi-
duals as it is needed to assure success.

Supportive behaviors include: simple cautions to the group when members

seem unaware of possible consequences of their actions (e.g., "What

do you think your classmates will do if you do that?"); checks on their

organization and preparation for independent operation (e.g., "Does

each person remember what he is going to do, and when?"); assistance to

individuals in learning how to dependably follow through with respon-

sibilities (e.g., "How will you remember next time to go to your post

at 11 o'clock?"); helping Leaders find constructive ways of influencing

peers when there may be a tendency to use negative means (e.g., "What

would happen if you didn't fight back when teased by Billy?"); and guid-
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ing Leaders in the evaluation of each session and preparation for the

next meeting (e.g., "How did we do better today in our meeting?").

Opportunities for individual counseling directed toward self-improvement

occur frequently.

Staff decisions. A student Leadership Program cannot achieve

its purposes without the total support of the school staff. The entire

staffteachers, administrators, aides, and other workersmust be

committed to increasing pupil power through responsible self-direction

in the school. This commitment is most easily achieved if the

teachers and administrators actively participate in structuring the

basic nature of the program. They also must fully understand the im-

plications of the decisions and their subsequent responsibilities to

the students. Some of the most important decisions for the adults to

make and be committed to are described briefly below.

1) What is the purpose of the readership Program for this

school? This discussion should include agreement as to its importance

and degree of priority of concern in the daily operation of the school.

For example, is it more important for a Leader to fully carry out all

of his Leadership tasks than it is to show steady academic progress?

If teachers believe the academic achievement is always of highest prior-

ity, there is a tendency to use witndrawal of Leadership privileges

(attending meetings or working on projects) as punishment for poor or

incomplete work. Such actions can handier the operation of the pro-

gram and increase conflict between the Lealer and teacher.

2) What is the probable duration of the program? Is it in-

tended to be a temporary method of improving the school climate which

will be completed in one or two years, or will the intention be to

develop an ongoing program if the first year is successful?

3) What should he the extent of Leadership activities?

Should there be a limit placed upon the depth of pupil involvement in

changing the school environment? Possible alternative projects (which

the Advisor or teachers may anticipate) should be discussed, and any

limits or restrictions desired by the faculty should be agreed upon
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before the program begins functioning. This precaution is necessary to

prevent individuals from objecting later to acts of the Leaders as

"out of bounds" and from resisting the efforts of the Leadership Council.

For example, in the pilot program the Leaders asked the eight teachers

to provide reward activities (cooking, dancing, art, and sports) each

Friday afternoon. Three teachers considered that to be unreasonable

demands upon their time. The Leaders t.lt the teachers did not really

care about their efforts to reward good citizenship wh'en the teachers

refused to participate. (Anecdotal records can be found on p. 117-118).

4) To what extent shall the student Leaders and student popu-

lation be granted actual power? It is vital that the teachers and ad-

ministrators confront this question honestly, dealing with the difficul-

ties they may experience emotionally in releasing more power or control

to students. The teachers should face such questions as: "What will I

do if a class discussion results in a decision I don't think is best?

What will I do if during class meetings the students become rowdy?

How will I react if a student is trusted to manage himself and he takes

advantage by doing less than I believe is his best? If the faculty and

Leaders disagree, how will the conflict be resolved--who will have veto

power?" It is desirable that the teachers agree to trust the judgment

of the Advisor regarding Leadership tasks and to make every effort to

allow pupils to assume increasing responsibility for choosing from

alternatives, solving problems of all kinds, and evaluating outcomes

of decisions.

5) What plans or guidelines should be made regarding the

frequency, time, length, and location of Leadership Council meetings?

Unless teachers participate in these decisions, there is a tendency

for them to object to the interruptions created by Leadership meetings.

If all agree upon a relatively set schedule, teachers can plan so that

the interruptions are minor and not resented. It is recommended that

the Leadership Council meet twice a week either in toto or in smaller

task forces. Frequent meetings allow immediate reporting of results

and evaluation by the group as projects are undertaken and help to
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keep Leaders more conscious of their roles and responsibilities. Meet-

ings are most productive when geared to about a 45-minute session on

problem-solving, planning, or evaluation. When many Leaders are low in

skills for self-control, it is most productive to hold meetings in the

morning. Teachers often object to relinquishing any of the morning

instruction time, however, so afternoon hours should be considered.

Noontime or after-school meetings were not successful in the pilot pro-

ject because of the desire of many students to play with friends or to

go home. Each school must evaluate these options.

6) Should any policies be set to protect the teachers from

interruption of instruction? A morning broadcast of announcements over

the public address system (if available) may reduce the need for inter-

ruptions during the day. Advance warning of withdrawals of Leaders from

class at times ether than scheduled might be desired by the teachers.

7) In what specific ways can teachers support the efforts of

the Leadership Program? In dealing with this question the group should

enumerate the teacher behaviors which enhance individual and group self-

esteem and which encourage the development of pupil self-direction.

(For guidance, see the description of desired teacher behavior beginning

on p. 9.)

In addition, the staff must carefully attend to these three

areas where their support is needed:

(a) the provision of time for Leaders to report regularly
to the class, and assistance with the reports or control
of the class as needed during the presentations;

(b) the organization of class meetings so that all students
are aware of the importance of such meetings and all
participate actively; and

(c) the development of skills and the provision of opportuni-
ties necessary for success--e.g., techniques for remember-
ing responsibilities to the Leadership Council, and
time granted to accomplish them without penalty.

Additional assistance is needed by those Leaders who may be

underachievers with undeveloped abilities and a tendency to use negative

means (such as physical force) and to disintegrate emotionally under
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peer pressure (such as jealous teasing, challenges to fight, refusals

to cooperate).

8) In what specific ways can administrators support the

efforts of the Leadership Program? This question may involve deter-

mining policies about office referrals of Leaders for disciplinary ac-

tion, allotting money for the purchase of awards or needed materials,

and obtaining release-time one day a week for faculty problem-solving

and communication about progress in creating a more desirable learning

environment.

9) How can we best involve students in the initiation of the

program? Should they help design it? Which decisions should they make

with or independent of the staff? How can the ideas of a Leadership

Program and its operation be presented most effectively to the student

body? Perhaps the basic idea of some form of self-government or student

self-management might be discussed with the students, and their opinions

and ideas might be solicited in each class. Then the teachers could

pool their information and make the essential decisions, establishing

a skeletal form of the program. This skeletal form would specify the

expectations or limitations held by the adults. From that point the

Advisor would assume responsibility for developing and directing the

program in consultation with teachers.

10) In what ways might parents or citizens become resources

or helpers with the program? This may be especially important in re-

gard to establishing special activities during noon recess, after school,

or as rewards for Good Citizens (to be explained later).

The Selection of Leaders

The dictionary definition. of "leader" is "A person who leads

others along a way; a guide." One of the definitions of "leadership"

is "The capacity to be a leader; ability to lead," These definitions

provide the basic concepts on which this program is based.

In discussion with the teachers in the experimental project,

it was agreed that in the school in which this pilot study was con-

ducted many of the most influential leaders of the peer culture were
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the students who interfered most with the progress of the class. They

were often the most disruptive in the school, disrespectful toward

adults, defiant of authority, and unproductive underachievers. Frequent-

ly they appeared mentally "bright" but performed one to three years be-

low grade level in basic subjects. The complaint of the teachers cen-

tered upon the fact that these students easily gained the attention of

their peers, detracted from teacher efforts, maintained high peer

status, and frequently developed a following of fellow disrupters.

Trying to cu:b the influence of these individuals was extremely dif-

ficult for the teachers,owing to the social power the leaders possessed

and the social confidence and emotional independence from adults they

had developed. The rewards of peer status and attention were most

valued by these pupils, and their ability to maintain them severely

lessened the importance of teachers' rewards and punishments.

It was these "negative" or "destructive" leaders who were the

. target of the student Leadership Program in this distressed school.

Therefore, it was mandatory that they he included in the Leadership

Council. It had been observed that any program or event in which they

had no personal vested interest received from them either passive

(ignoring) or aggressive (fighting) resistance. If they were antago-

nized or challenged by the demands of a program, the resistance became

openly defiant and was directed toward defeating the individuals making

the effort. The only hope for improving the school climate was to

engage these negative leaders in constructive change while helping them

find desirable means of maintaining the social status and peer atten-

tion they were accustomed to enjoying.

Teacher nominations. Because of the need to include both

leaders who were positive in attitudes and behavior and leaders who

were negative, and because of the need to achieve a balanced number of

each type for research purposes, the selection of leaders in the pilot

study was made primarily through teacher nominations. Teachers were

asked to identify at least three positive and three negative leaders

of each sex. (See Sample A, p. 26 for the form used.)
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Sample A

IDENTIFYING POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE LEADERS AND STUDENTS

Please read our definitions of "positive" and "negative" students:

A POSITIVE student is one who-

generally likes learning and school

has desirable work habits

exhibits those behaviors desired by teachers

A NEGATIVE student is one who-

often conveys disinterest or dislike for school
and learning tasks

tends to be disruptive or unresponsive

exhibits those classroom behaviors not desired
by teachers

Now, look at your class list. Identify at least three and up to six

boys and girls for each category. Try to list them in rank order

from most fitting the description (#1) to less fitting.

POSITIVES NEGATIVES

Girls Girls

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

S. 5.

6. 6.

Boys Boys

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

S. S.

6. 6.

Go back and circle the numbers of the ones you think are actual or

potential leaders who could influence their peers. Any comments are

welcome on the back of this sheet.
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Peer nominations. The students in each class were simply

asked, "Who can get you to do the most?" They were provided with a

list of the names of classmates and were asked to name four. They were

asked to also name the four who "arc least able to get you to do some-

thing." The second question was for research purposes only. (See Sample

13, for the form used.) The students were unaware of the purpose of

the nominations. This indirect approach was vital in beginning the

program in a very distressed school. It was essential that students

with the greatest social influence he identified and from that list

leaders would be selected to initiate efforts to tiring about changes in

pupil behavior. If the Leadership Council were to become an ongoing

program, .;ome form of direct peer nomination and election by classmates

to select representatives would become necessary.

Final selection. In the pilot project, the results of peer

nominations were compared with teacher recommendations, and students

high on both lists were selected. The comparisons showed that the

teachers could accurately identify students high in social influence.

In some cases students low in peer nominations were.selected from

teacher nominations in order to have equal numbers of types of Leaders

(girls, boys, positive, and negative). This occured most often in

classes where there were small numbers of girls and the boys dominated

events in the classrooms.

The study showed that the students who were most successful

as Leaders were those highest in peer nominations. It would seem advis-

able in initiating the program to utilize both sources of leader identi-

fication, but to give heavier weight to peer votes.
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Sample B

Nathan

Naomi

Reggie

Rosalind

Fred

Rochelle

Rex

Jennifer

Charles

Marvell

Lynne W.

Anna

Eric

Barbara

Louis

Gay

Gary

Vicki S.

Cookie

Sandra

Frankie

Yolanda

Tony M.

Karen

Lee

Alsia

Brian

Charlay

Paul

Lartharee

Timothy

Vickie Terry

SAMPLE FORM FOR PEER NOMINATIONS

Which four persons can get you to
do the most?

1.

3.

4.

Which four persons are least ab1,2 to
get you to do something?

2.

3.

4.

Teacher:
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The effect of including negative leaders. The experience of

participation in the Leadership Program was most beneficial to negative

Leaders who were high in peer nominations. They were able to success-

fully redirect their energies into constructive activities because they

had sufficient peer support and no significant threat of loss of atten-

tion or status. These Leaders made major contributions to the success

of the program. Of seven medals given for exceptional leadership at

the end of the first semester, three were awarded to previously negative

students.

The negative Leaders who were relatively unsuccessful and did

not benefit as much from participation in the program were those who

lacked basic social skills and other essential abilities. A large num-

ber of the negative Leaders had gained their social power through

physical competence and often they had not achieved academically for one

reason or another. This meant that they were unskilled in following

directions, listening and thinking, and in controlling negative emotions.

The outcomes of the pilot program suggest that participation

in the Leadership Program is extremely beneficial to negative student

Leaders when:

(a) they want to be on the Leadership Council,

(b) they have peer support as evidenced by peer nominatioh'.,

(c) they have adequate skills for carrying out tasks, or
the teacher and Advisor are able to develop those skills
rapidly to prevent failure, and

(d) they are not so emotionally disturbed that hostility
cannot become controlled or that frustration and fear
of failure prevent the learning of desirable new
strategies of behavior.
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If the basis of selection is primarily peer nomination or election,

the number of negatives need not be equal to the number of positive

!,eaders. In fact, it is desirable to have only as many negative students

as are seriously interested in participating constructively on the Coun-

cil. The staff should be cautioned, however, that negatives will fear

failure and will need encouragement to participate. Teachers must sensi-

tively evaluate the probable success of individuals in the Leadership

role. When in doubt, it would be wisest to allow the student to par-

ticipate until such time as his behavior clearly indicates lie is un-

interested. At no time should a pupil be excluded from the program

because of past histories of conduct. That would defeat a major pur-

pose of the program. Negative students should be excluded only when

teachers conclude that there is a high probability of failure. Then,

the child should be helped to work to improve his skills with the in-

centive of possible inclusion in the program during another term.

Sex. Again for research purposes, an equal number of males

and females were included insthe Leadership Council. This is an open

question which each school staff should answer to its satisfaction.

Equal representation posed problems when classes were highly unbalanced.

It may be that proportional representation or simple election would be

best. Perhaps students should make this decision.

The number of leaders per class. In the pilot project, four

representatives were selected from each class. This number was to al-

low equal representation by sex and by attitude (positive and negative)

and to encourage more distribution of power and Leadership responsibili-

ties within each class. This resulted in 32 Leaders which provided

a large resource of pupil ideas, leadership skills, and time to carry

out projects. With 32 Leaders it was possible to conduct more projects,

require less time of each individual, and to do such things as divide

a class into four groups of eight for class meetings.

The large group of 32 also had its disadvantages. It was

,too many to participate in problem-solving sessions if individuals had

undeveloped skills of listening and reasoning. Therefore, most
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Leadership meetings were divided into two groups, one meeting in the

morning and one in the afternoon. If pupil discussion and problem-

solving skills are more highly developed, 32 students would be a feasible

number.

It should be mentioned that if the decision was to have two

representatives per class, the weight of power and responsibility

accorded to individual Leaders would be greater. If those students

have weak skills, the success of the program will be diminished. How-

ever, where there are about 12 classes involved and the quality of

student leadership is relatively high, a group of 24 might be a more

ideal number to coordinate.

Involving All the Students

The method successfully used to involve all the students in

the development of a Leadership Program was contained in three steps.

First, the general idea of a Leadership Program and its purposes were

introduced to classes for informal discussion over a period of about a

week. Then, class discussions of what the Leadership Program should

be were conducted by the potential Advisor or classroom teachers.

About a week later, a formal program was briefly outlined to the stu-

dents and the first classroom representatives to the Leadership Council

were announced (see Sample C). In the experimental project the stu-

dents were not given a chance to accept or reject the idea, as would

be desired. In this situation there had been no successful experience

of any sort with student participation in the management of the school.

Therefore, since feelings were basically hostile and rebellious, the

program was presented in a very positive manner. With less resistant,

negative, and inexperienced students it would be advisable to involve

them more extensively in the basic decisions.
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Sample C

THE ADVISOR'S OUTLINE OF THE EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM
TO ALL CLASSES

The advisor visited each intermediate classroom and presented

the information about the Leadership Program in the manner informally

outlined below;

Recall class meetings, "talks" and interviews with kids on

videotape; responses of students on TAMS questionnaire last spring.

"It is obvious many of you (students) have some very good ideas ,

about how (this school) could be a better, a happier place.

How many students are there in grades 4,5,6?

What I think is that if all 300 students worked together, they

could change things for the better. Agree?" (Compare to government

idea of democracy.)

Student "reps" or Leaders have been selected to be members of

Leadership groups--to be Leaders of the 300 intermediate students in

our school; tc, help us study how to improve things. These "reps" will

meet Tuesdays and Thursdays in the afternoons, starting today. They

will do such things as be a "shadow" to the principal and counselor

for a whole day to study their jobs and their problems. They will be

visiting the municipal Council Chambers in a couple of weeks to meet

the councilmen. In the Leadership meetings they will do things and

talk about things.

They will share what they do and find out with you, if you wish

They will bring your ideas to the Leadership meetings, too. You will

help them make decisions and plans.

Since being a "rep" or a Leader is such a big job and a great

opportunity we wanted as many to be able to be in the group as pos-

sible. Four have been chosen from this class to start with; after a

few months, four others will replace them. Your "reps" are
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Chapter 5

THE INITIAL LEADERSHIP COUNCIL. MEETINGS

As has been implied, the most critical obstacle to the success

of a Leadership Program in a distressed school is the absence of devel-

oped skills in the Leaders--skills of problem-solving, carrying out

responsibility, listening, thinking, and remembering. This fact

strongly influenced the organization and content of the sessions in the

early development of the program and again when the second-term leaders

began to participate. The first part of this chapter provides some

suggestions based on experience with the pilot program. The second part

gives the reader a sample outline of the first session and some specific

advice regarding potential problems the Advisor may encounter.

Collecting the Leaders

It may not be necessary for the Advisor to do any more than

greet the Leaders as they arrive at their meeting place. Eowever, in

the experime%tal situation the Advisor quickly discovered that neither

Leaders nor teachers could be depended on to remember when the Leaders

were to be excused for the meetings. This was true even if they were

reminded when returning to the classroom after recess, within minutes

of the meeting time. A second problem emerged: Leaders tended to come

through the halls noisily and not without clowning or scuffling among

some. Therefore, it appeared necessary for the Advisor to go to the

classrooms and collect the Leaders for the first few meetings.

A Chairman of the Day was selected for each meeting, and collect-

ing the Leaders was part of his duties. The Advisor provided the

Chairman with a list of the rooms to go to and a reminder of any materi-

als the Leaders were to bring (which otherwise also were frequently

forgotten!). After six to eight weeks, it became unnecessary to collect

the Leaders anymore, except on special occasions. Sometimes the office

intercom was used to remind Leaders of the start of a meeting. But
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generally the goal of student responsibility for remembering and arriv-

ing on time was attained within two months.

The Meeting Place

Most schools do not have a large variety of available meetini,

place: from which to choose. In many cases there is no choice. Least

desirable is a place which receives a large amount of traffic (students

or adults coming and going) and has numerous potential distractions-

e.g., a cafeteria. Most desirable is a room not far from the class-

rooms, which is large enough so that individual seats may be arranged

in a circle or U-shape. When children have difficulty controlling the

use of their hands and mouths, it is desirable not to crowd them into .1

small area. The quality of the furniture is not as important as having

a sufficient quantity. Adult folding chairs actually lend an air of

importance and privilege to the meeting.

In the Leadership Council meetings it is as important as it

in classroom teaching that the students enter a room that reflects

adult preparation, organization for action, and anticipation of fun and

success. When Leaders arrive for a meeting they should find a smiling

Advisor greeting them, chairs-arranged ready to be used, and an agenda

on the board. After the Leaders become accustomed to the procedures

and standards of conduct for arriving, they may enjoy helping to pre-

pare the room for the meeting.

The Content of the Sessions

In addition to explaining the purpose of the Leadership Program,

use the meetings during the first months to cover the following areas:

i. Learning about the organizational structure of the Leadership
Council

A. The role of Leaders in the meetings

B. The daily role of Leaders in the classroom and on the
school grounds

C. The role of the Advisor as helper and resource
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D. The role of the Chairman of the Day (i.e., to conduct the
meeting)

E. The use of the agenda to be posted on the board

II. Learning about the operational structure of the Program

A. The role of Leaders in the classroom

1. Gathering opinions from individuals and groups of
classmates and from adults in the school

2. Reporting on Leadership Council meetings to the class
for discussion

3. Informing classmates of possible plans

4. Serving as a model of self-improvement; setting an
example of conduct

5. Leading the organization of projects for improving
the classroom

6. Conducting class meetings for problem-solving relevant
to the Leadership Program

7. Enlisting the cooperation of classmates in projects
to improve the school

B. The role of the Council

1. Pooling ideas

2, Studying the problems and alternative solutions

3. Proposing and planning projects to carry out

C. The role of the Advisor: providing help and encouragement
as needed

D. The role of the teachers and administrators: providing
help as needed

III. Developing the skills of a Leader

A. Identifying the abilities the students have and how they
might use them more effectively

B. Identifying what specific behaviors a good Leader will have
and discussing the potential consequences of various kinds
of behavior in social situations

C. Discussing techniques to bring success

1. How to develop self-control

2. How to handle teachers, bullies, jealous peers, and
challenges to fight

3. How to remember what to do when
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IV. Engaging in the first stages of problem-solving

A. Gathering opinions and information on the changes needed
in the school and alternative ways of bringing about the
changes

B. Setting goals

Advisor Preparation

Although the Advisor's preparation for Council meetings is as

important as the preparation of a teacher for teaching a lesson, the

Advisor must remain even more flexible than a teacher usually does.

Because the children come from different classes in school and from

varying socioeconomic atmospheres, often the best of plans must be aban-

doned to deal with immediate needs. For example, if the students should

arrive from one class expressing hostility and frustration over an inci-

dent with their teacher, before any planned leadership work can begin

the problem must be confronted. Such incidents provide the Advisor with

current, meaningful examples for study. The group can help the Leaders

of that class analyze the causes of the incident and the likely outcomes

of some alternative reactions. Valuable learning will result.

Besides helping the group evaluate each session and plan for

the next one, the Advisor must be alert to the need for the following

types of preparation:

Gathering tools Leaders might use to collect information from
interviews or discussions (e.g., opinion inventories).

Preparing skill sessions for which the need is evident--e.g.,
how to structure situations for practice in interviewing,
leading group. discussions, or giving reports to the class
(Note: dittoed outlines help).

Anticipating the outcomes of problem-solving by the Leaders,
the goals they are apt to set.

Exploring in advance alternative types of projects which might
help the Leaders meet various possible goals--e.g., awarding
privileges for good citizenship behavior.

Working closely with Leaders who lack confidence or have weak
skills, especially the negative type who need help in learning
how to participate more successfully in the Leadership meet-
ings as well as in the classroom.
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Keeping in touch with the teachers about the behavior of
Leaders that would indicate the relative effectiveness of
the program and Council sessions.

The Vital Support of Teachers

As was previously mentioned, the Leadership Program cannot be

successful without the full and consistent support of the teachers. As

a reminder, the most important teacher behaviors are listed below:

Allowing time for the Leaders to report to the class and to
lead discussion about the report.

Holding regular class meetings, building the skills of coopera-
tive problem-solving (listening, thinking, evaluating, and
deciding).

Watching for ways to intervene to prevent failure--e.g., show-
ing constructive alternatives to the use of force to influence
others, reminding Leaders of responsibilities and building
their skills for self-direction, helping Leaders find time and
opportunities to succeed at their tasks.

Communicating confidence in the ability of the Leaders to
successfully become self7directive and to accomplish their
goals.

Detailed Procedural Guidelines for the Advisor

I. The First Meeting of the Leaders

A. Advisor. Preparation

1. Inform Leaders and teachers of the time and place.

2. Arrange the chairs in a circle; fix up the room.

3. Have a pocket notebook and pencil ready to give to
each Leader. .

4. Prepare a chart for "shadowing" administrators--after
clearing the dates with them. Ditto the schedule for
the Leaders.

5. Print letters inviting parents to a "tea" to honor the
Leaders and to learn about the program.

6. Collect the Leaders at meeting time.

B. The Session

1. Get acquainted.

Collecting the Leaders and walking with them to the
meeting place afford some opportunity to study names
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(if they are not known). and to chat informally. The
Leaders may be so excited, however, that serious conver-
sation is impossible. But, this introduction to the
Leadership experience is important because first im-
pressions influence the attitudes and behavior of indi-
viduals in a new situation. From the first moment,
Leaders should be encouraged to walk down the halls
with dignity and pride as Leaders setting good exam-
ples. They should sense that the Advisor is warm and
friendly but that she sees the meeting as serious
business. Inappropriate behavior en route to the meet-
ing should not be accepted and Leaders should be helped
to understand why their behavior in such circumstances
is so important.

When all Leaders have been seated in the circle, the
Advisor should make some positive statement to the
group--e.g., "I am so glad all of you are here. We're
going to have fun and do some very important things in
school!" or "You certainly are a marvelous group of
Leaders! I really was proud of the way you came to
this room, walking so quietly, and sat down ready to
begin! We're going to have a great time together!"
The purpose of this is obviously to begin the first
meeting with a genuine expression of confidence and
pride in them and of anticipation of fun and success.

Introductory comments should follow. If the youngsters
are shy, names may be all they can manage. If they are
more comfortable, especially if they know the Advisor,
they might tell something more personal about them-
selves (e.g., what they can do best or like most to do)
in addition to their name and class. If the Advisor
is not well known to the group, she should tell about
herself briefly--mainly why she volunteered to be the
Advisor for this group.

2. Establish the purpose of the group.

The Advisor should tell the story of how the idea of
having a Leadership Program in this school got started.
Much of this description will repeat that which was
told to the classes when introducing the program, so
Leaders may be asked to help retell why the Leadership
Council has been formed. During this time, the expli-
cit purpose of the group should be very clearly stated
again: To help make the school a better place. The
Advisor may ask the group why some people thought it
ought to be a better place--what problems do we have?
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This discussion should be kept brief and the Advisor
can assure them that this will be the main topic of
study for the next few sessions.

3. Describe how the Leadership groups will function
(including possible kinds of Leader tasks and the role
of the Advisor).

The Leaders should be told exactly when the meetings
would be held and whether or not they should come inde-
pendently or wait for the Advisor to collect them. The
overall plan of the program should be carefully de-
scribed. The Leaders will gather ideas.from classmates
and adults in the school about how things could be im-
proved; they will study how adults work in the school
and what problems they face and need help with; they
will look for jobs or projects to do to improve the
school and then do them. According to the response of
the group and theiv attention span, the Advisor may go
into more detail about what kinds of things they might
do.

It is most important in this discussion to stress that
the students will have the power to change things.
They will study what the problems are, set goals, and
choose the projects they want to do. The Advisor is
only a helper, a resource. She will help them success-
fully accomplish whatever they want to do and will help
them think things through carefully. They need to be
assured that their ideas will be respected and that the
Advisor will give them more ideas to consider, as well
as materials to use.

Note: Throughout these initial discussions, the
Advisor needs to be alert to needed explanations. For
example, most of the Leaders may not understand the
word "goal." When this occurred, I used the analogy of
the goal in a football game.

The advisor also must be watching the reactions of
individuals to determine the level of attention and
understanding. The emotional communication in this
meeting is far more important than the factual. The
Leaders must feel that the Advisor will help them with
any 'roblems; that they have a very important responsi-
bility in the school now; and that they can be success-
ful in fulfilling the responsibility, i.e., in
changing the school for the better.
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4 Planning to interview classmates and record ideas
in notebooks.

At this point, the idea of involving all the students
in the school in the program should be introduced,
based upon the idea that if all the students worked
together to change things the school would become a
much better place. The Leaders are to provide leader-
ship by starting conversations about changes, gathering
together ideas from others in the school, and planning
ways students can improve the school. The idea of
class discussions can be introduced, but it would be
better to concentrate on interviews, which are easier
to handle at first.

The Leaders can be asked what the purpose of the inter-
views is; what question should be asked. They should
be helped to think in terms of a simple question, "How
would you change the school to make it a better place?"
The Leaders will be best prepared for this if they
practice first.

Divide the group into pairs to practice interviewing
each other. (If the group is having difficulty con-
trolling the tendency to be rowdy or horseplay, ask
for volunteers to show the group. Then, observe sev-
eral pairs and discuss good points about the inter-
views.) If the entire group practices in pairs,
afterward have a general discussion of potential prob-
lems and good things to do.

Present the notebooks to the Leaders, asking each to
write his name on the cover and to keep it in a pocket
or the desk in the classroom. Use of recesses and
other times for interviews should be discussed. The
Advisor should tell them each can report what he finds
out in the interviews at the next meeting.

5. Prepare to "shadow" administrators and report findings.

The Advisor can explain that other ways to gather
information about the problems in the school are to use
one's eyes and to find out opinions of adults in the
school. "Shadowing" will be a way to do that.

"Shadowing" is simply being a shadow to an administra-
tor (by following close behind) for an entire day. The
Advisor can give each Leader a copy of the schedule and
have each one find his name on it. Then, the procedure
must be explained:
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Find your name on the chart.

Look at the date in the first column.

Now you see the three names of the people who will
be shadowed: the principal, vice-principal, and
the counselor. There is a column for each one
across the top.

Put your finger on your name and look to see what
name is at the top of the column and what day and
date is in the first space of the row going across
the sheet to your name.

Now you know who you will shadow on what day.
Your teacher has agreed for you to miss that day
of class, but you may have to make up some work-
not all of it!

It is your responsibility to remember to go'to
shadow on your day. You may meet the person in
the officc at 8:30 a.m. and may stay even after
school if you wish.

Write down in your notebook things you see while
"shadowing" which would be helpful to us and ideas
you may get from the person you shadow.

6. Invite parents to a "tea" to learn about the Leadership
Program.

Briefly explain the tea and the letter ready for them
to take home which tells their parents of the honor
their son or daughter has received in being selected to
be a Le"der. Select a host or hostess to help prepare
the refreshments and to greet parents at the door. Ask

for a Leader to show how they should introduce their
parents to the Advisor.

7. Dismiss the group with encouragement to return to the
classroom as nicely as they came (or with more dignity,
perhaps!).

II. Handling Problems in the Initial Sessions

There are four problems the Advisor is apt to encounter when
conducting the initial Leadership Sessions, especially in a
very distressed school. On the basis of the author's experi-
ence with these problems, some advice is offered for the pur-
pose of helping other Advisors solve the problems quickly.
The degree of success the Advisor has in correcting the defi-
ciencies which create these problems is a major factor govern-
ing the extent to which the Leadership Program achieves its



goals. Specific incidents created by these problems will he
found interspersed throughout the anecdotal records in
Chapters 8 and 9.

A. Negative, Disruptive Behavior During Meetings

It has already been stated that some of the Leaders will be
students who are not very stable emotionally and who are
accustomed to experiencing failure in school-required
activities. These youngsters may feel such discomfort in a
new situation, especially with heavy responsibility and
high expectations for success attached by others, that
their fear of failure prevents them from maintaining self-
control. When this is the case, the usual responses in-
clude "capping" (making continents which insult or "put
down" others very cleverly), making silly retorts during
serious discussions, and agitating others through body
contact (e.g., pushing, tripping) or snatching possessions
(e.g., pencils, notebooks, hair ribbons). These Leaders
will be in continual competition for attention and control
of the situation during meetings, as well as in the class-
room. Other Leaders usually are not able to inhibit these
individuals because any effort to influence their behavior
is perceived as an effort to control them and a threat to
their independence. In defense of pride in being independ-
ent, then, the very negative Leader will have great diffi-
culty overcoming the habit of responding to any external
pressure as a challenge to be met with physical force or
absolute defiance.

What can the Advisor do? He or she must help the student
who is disrupting meetings to believe he can succeed as a
Leader without losing the attention and status he wants.
She will help him learn new ways to handle situations
more effectively. At the same time she must clearly be
firm in her expectations of him. This type of student will
not respect the adult he can control or dupe. To gain his
respect, the Advisor must at once communicate respect for
him and confidence in his potential constructive leader-
ship while'firmly setting limits. Much of this may have
to be accomplished outside the meetings. In the meetings,
there are.three effective ways of dealing with the problem:

1. Involve the entire Leadership Council in establishing
standards of conduct for the meetings and for being
Leaders throughout each day. Three questions can
accomplish this:

If someone is watching you, what kinds of behav-
iors should he see to know you are a Leader who
can help improve the school? (How would he
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expect a Leader to act during a Leadership meet-
ing? In the classroom? On the school grounds?)

Why do these specific behaviors help people be
successful leaders?

What should be the consequences if someone in the
group continually refuses to behave in these ways?

2. Establish contingencies for remaining in the group
(through a group process, if possible).

A Leader may remain active in the Leadership Coun-
cil only as long as he or she- -

wants to participate constructively (to help us
reach our goals); and

shows respect for others--listens, takes turns, is
willing to help others, behaves appropriately
according to group standards.

3. Clearly communicate that each Leader is wanted in the
Council; no one will be happy if a member of the group
has to leave. Put, if someone insists upon disrupting
the work of the group, he will be asked to leave be-
cause he is not ready for leadership. The first time,
he will have to leave for the remaining part of the
meeting. On the second occasion, he will not be able
to continue as Leader for that term. The class will
have to nominate a replacement.

Note: This position may appear harsh but it was neces-
sary in the distressed situation where youngsters were
accustomed to punitive controls. Initially the Advisor
avoided such a stand, but only after this position was
taken did some of the Leaders settle down and the.oper-
ation of the meetings become more productive and pleas-
ant. (See descriptions of the first phase, page 81
ff.)

B. Failure to Remember Responsibilities

1 To come on time to meetings and to behave appropriately
en route. It has been suggested already that collec-
tion of the Leaders, by the Advisor initially and
later by a Chairman of the Day, may be the solution.
However, at some point the Leaders must become respon-
sible for getting themselves to the meetings. At that
time, three acts by the Advisor are important:

Praising those who are prompt and well behaved.

Encouraging the group to express their feelings
when their activity is delayed or prevented by
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the negligence of some--or when a Leader behaves
poorly in the school.

Affirming personal belief in the ability of each
individual to manage himself--to remember what is
expected and do it to keep the respect of others.

2. To complete tasks (e.g., prepare reports, hold class
discussions, go to a classroom as the teacher's aide).

Initialiy when this happens, it is best to focus on
praising those who did complete the task. If some

Leaders persist in forgetting, the Advisor should con-
front them either individually in private or in a
Council meeting to ask: "Why do you forget your job?
What is the problem? How can we help you and prevent
it from happening again?" The Advisor may need to
spend some time 'helping individuals establish some plan
for prevention of forgetting--using memos to self or
from the Advisor, getting another Leader to help remind
him temporarily, etc.

Note: Most students failed to carry out their respon-
sibilities as Chairman of the Day for similar reasons
--they forgot to plan with the Advisor, or they forgot
what to do during the meeting and could not do more
than struggle to read the posted agenda and receive
step-by-step instructions from the Advisor. This prob-
lem'is described in more detail on page 75.

C. Lack of Developed Skill or Interest in Problem-Solving

The nature of this problem is described in Part III, .

beginning on page 75. Three points warrant emphasizing
here, however:

1. Continually work at developing those skills; some will
learn rapidly through repeated opportunities with
skillful assistance from the Advisor. Others will be
very slow in overcoming the fear of failure or in
developing patience and powers of reason. Relevant
problems will create interest.

2. Gait the dependable assistance of teachers; the more
continually the child has opportunities to develop
problem-solving skills, the more rapidly he will learn.

3. Try to prevent the group from "gross failures" in
making decisibns; e.g., one group was intent upon giv-
ing each Good Citizen a bag of popcorn they made; the
Advisor had to help them think through the specific
requirements of corn poppers, outlets, and time to
provide 260 bags!
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D. Fear of Public Failure

The fears of students about failing publicly when leading
class discussions, interviewing adults, or reporting to a
group are well founded, especially where skills are weak
or peer support is lacking. There are three specific
techniques which help reduce this problem:

Practice

Observe a Model and Discuss Techniques for Success

Gain Assistance from the Advisor

To illustrate these techniques and their relationship, the
example of preparing to lead class discussions will be
used. In the Leadership Council meeting, evaluate as a
group the quality of discussions held in the meeting.
Then, divide into groups of four to discuss the topic to be
discussed in class. Alternate responsibility for being
the discussion leader. If more practice seems needed,
combine two groups to involve eight in a discussion.
Afterward, involve the entire group in evaluating effective
techniques of leading discussions and of handling difficult
situations (e.g., someone who keeps interrupting or gets
angry and disrupts).

If the skills of the students indicate. they are not ready
even to practice and discuss, the first effort should be to
provide models for the group to watch and then discuss.
These models may be mo-. competent members of the group or
outsiders (even staff members could role play a class
meeting for them!).

After the Leaders have prepared for their class discussion,
the Advisor should give them some dittoed reminders to help
them. (Samples of memos to help Leaders lead discussions
and to give reports are found in the record of the Novem-
ber 11 meeting, pp. 91-93.) Usually these aids must be
constructed after the meeting in which the decisions have
been made or information has been compiled for reporting.

This section does not deal with all types of problems that may

be encountered, but it attempts to share the techniques that have proven

successful in reducing some problems of major importance. The Advisor

must always be resourceful and use his or her own creative genius in

problem-solving with a particular group and situation.
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Chapter 6

PHASE TWO LEADERSHIP MEETINGS: SELECTING AND IMPLEMENT[W, PROJECTS

Once the initial information-gathering and problem-solving

stages have been completed, the Leadership Council must determine what

methods they will use to achieve their goals. The nature of the goals,

of course, will strongly influence the projects designed to reach them.

The Leaders in the pilot project selected the goals of reducing fight-

ing and the incidence of unkind words among students. These two types

of behavior were disturbing to many students as well as to adults. The

goals were easily decided upon and unanimously supported.

Considering Alternative Projects

Ideas for projects to help the students in the school achieve

their goals should be pooled from adults and pupils. The Advisor should

gather ideas from the faculty, informally and in meetings. The Leaders

should gather ideas from fellow students through class discussions,

interviews, or informal conversations on the playground. Classes may

vote on suggested projects and select one or two to recommend to the

Council. The Leaders would report the class vote to the Council, which

would compile the suggestions and make a final selection. If the

students do not respond with ideas for projects, the Leadership Council

may study alternatives with the help of the Advisor and then submit

several plans to the students for selection. In some cases it may be

advisable that the Council make a specific recommendation to the

students through the reports of Leaders who would gain a vote of

acc.iptance or rejection from the classes. Selection from alternatives

is more desirable, however, to encourage the growth of student decision-

making skills.

It is important that the Advisor help the students consider

the potential outcomes of the projects being considered. Often, when

they have no experience with such endeavors, students become over
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zealous and tend to undertake projects that are too large and complex.

Success with the initial efforts to bring about change is extremely im-

portant. Therefore, the Advisor must caution the students against ex-

pecting to create radical transformations overnight and should encourage

them to start with smaller, simpler steps. They need to understand that

people change their behavior and attitudes slowly. They also need to

learn how .complex a project they can manage successfully.

Ideas for Projects

The Good Citizen Project. An error in judgment occurred in

the pilot program when the Leaders were allowed by the Advisor to at-

tempt a very extensive Good Citizen Project (see pp. 97ff). However,

the basic plan was worthwhile, and if it had been implemented in small

stages it probably would have been extremely effective. The Good

Citizen Project was simply a reward system for the desired behavior.

The error was in the decision by teachers and Leaders that pupils

should monitor their behavior throughout each day. The decision was

grounded in the belief that if it were only for an hour or two, as

suggested by the Advisor, students would delay fights until a later

time, and hostilities would increase during unmonitored periods and

after school. Therefore, they decided that students should make a

total effort, being accountable for their behavior even after school.

This extensive recording of behavior became too much for some students

and teachers.

The procedures for the Good Citizen Project involved self-

monitoring of behavior, Leader and teacher checks on individual records,

and the granting of tickets for reward activities on Friday afternoon

to "Good Citizens". Each student in the intermediate grades had a

Good Citizen chart for each week (see p. 107). The teachers were asked

to remind the class at the end of each hour to evaluate their behavior.

A student could grant himself one point for having participated in no

fights, one point for having said no unkind words, and one point for

"building", i.e., helping the class and himself accomplish their goals.
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A bonus point could be given if the student had done anything to prevent

fighting or unkind exchanges. Every Thursday each student was to tally

all of the points. The Leaders had set a minimum percentage of the

total possible (excluding the bonus category) to 'signate Good Citizens

(75%). Leaders and the classroom teacher checker ich record and talked

with an Thdividual if there were large discrepancies between his record-

ed points and the number considered reasonable by others. Those re-

ceiving Good Citizen tickets could participate in their choice of re-

ward activities on Friday afternoon.

It was intended that all students would be capable of earning

the rewards. This seemed to be occurring, but problems arose as

teachers accused the students of indiscriminately granting themselves

points without accurately evaluating their behavior. When some

teachers began revoking points and resuming control, many students be-

came angry and rebellious. The most destructive blow to the project,

however, was the failure of the teachers to cooperate by providing the

reward activities promised on Fridays. This failure created a serious

breach between the students and teachers. The students lost their

trust and confidence that the teachers would honestly support their

efforts through the Leadership Program (see pp. 117-118 for more

description).

The Good Citizen Project seemed to have the potential of sig-

nificantly changing the behavior of students and creating more positive

attitudes. It would be most successful, it appears, if commenced in

small stages--for example, self-monitoring of behavior for an hour a

day or during critical activities such as class discussior.s or lining

up to enter class. The teachers' commitment to provide the reward ac-

tivities without fail is essential. Alternatives such as parent par-

ticipation in such activities should be explored. Administrators, too,

might relieve teachers of such responsibilities.

Task force projects. When it became evident that the Good

Citizen Project was too complex and lacked sufficient teacher support,

the Leadership Council reevaluated it and responded favorably to the
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suggestion of the Advisor to create smaller task forces. Leaders would

continue to monitor their behavior and would concentrate upon being con-

structive forces and model citizens in the school. The original list

of suggestions used to select the first project provided the group with

ideas for new task forces. Leaders matcheJ heir personal interests

and abilities to possible projects and groups were formulated according-

ly.

This organization had two distinct advantages: (a) Leaders

selected specific tasks in which they were interested and would find

satisfaction; (b) the tasks were simpler, shorter in duration, and more

suited to the abilities of the individual Leaders carrying them out.

Each task force contributed to the improvement of the school. However,

they will be described below in the order of most to least valuable in

contributions toward improving the school environment, as judged by the

Advisor.

Monitors: Theses Leaders evaluated the behavior of students

in each intermediate class and some primary classes while they were

lining up after recesses. Classes with perfect behavior received a

blue ticket; almost perfect behavior earned a yellow one. Classes with

all blue tickets in a day were given a Good Citizen pennant for their

window. The best classes during the week had their class picture

placed in the office showcase beside a Good Citizen plaque. In the

opinions of the staff, the improved lining-up behavior was the most

remarkable contribution of the Leadership Program. Some teachers had

been spending up to 20 minutes after recess trying to gain control over

the children lining up in order to enter the classroom. (See pp. 50 and

51 for the guidelines and record sheet used by the Monitors.)

This type of Monitor evaluation procedure could be adapted to many

school problems.

Noontime Activities: This group of Leaders organized dances

on the basketball courts outside. The staff anticipated fights erupting

over teasing, but not one occurred during the dances. Some organized

games and sports were set up by this group also.. All activities were
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MONITOR PROCEDURES

TEAMS: 1) GARY R. GARY P.

REGGIE F. GREG S.

2) ROCHELLE L.

RHONDA H.

FREDA A.

GAIL S.

**Be standing at the end of your hall THREE MINUTES BEFORE THE BELL rings.

Remind kids to line up on time.

CHECKLIST: (for each group)

STEPS:

1. one leader WATCHING THE CLOCK to signal three minutes after

the bell (11:03, 12:48)

2. one leader with a FLAG TO RAISE on seeing the signal that

time is up.

3. one leader with the RECORD CHART on a clipboard and a pencil

ready.

4 one leader with "GOOD CITIZEN REWARD" TICKETS--blue and

yellow.

1 Get the materials (flag, chart, etc.) from the office.

2 Raise the flag on signal.

3 Each leader watch 1 or 2 classes especially.

4 Leader with chart call out room numbers;

Leaders watching report 0, 1, or 2 as score for each room.

Record the score for each class in the hall.

5 Leader take blue tickets to classes scoring 1;

yellow tickets to classes scoring 2. (One ticket per class)

6 Return materials to the office. Go right to class quietly.
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well attended and the playground fights were nearly eliminated on those

days (two each week).

Teacher Aides: Many Leaders assisted kindergarten-primary

teachers in their classrooms. The emphasis was upon setting an example

while helping to prevent children from becoming confused, frustrated,

or disruptive. This task proved very beneficial for Leaders who were

relatively low in self-esteem. Often they helped the classes line up

after recesses and organized games for them at noon.

Office and Administrative Assistants: These Leaders helped

with the supervision of student behavior on the playground, in the halls,

and during lunch in the cafeteria. They assisted with supervising kin-

dergarteners arriving and leaving school, including guarding their

safety while awaiting buses or crossing streets. They also delivered

supplies and distributed audio-visual equipment, which they occasionally

operated for the teacher. This group included some Leaders who were

especially in need of feeling more important and powerful in the school.

Their position was envied as high in social status.

Videotaping: This group dramatized on videotape some common

problem situtations, illustrating the different ways situations can be

handled and the consequences that result. The purpose was for teacher

use in stimulating class discussions. The value of theil work was

dependent upon teacher use of the tapes (see pp. 12-,-129).

Other possible projects. Suggestions that seemed worthwhile

but were not used in the pilot study include the following: planning

and conducting regular assemblies with extensive student participation;

improving the cleanliness and safety of the grounds; money for

purchasing more play equipment (as through 'the sale of collected alumi-

num can);; rewarding students for gocd manners in the cafeteria and in

the halls. All but the first one were planned by a class as their

special project. Encouraging class projects was an efficient method

of increasing the responsibility of all students and accomplishing more

kinds of tasks through the Leadership Program. Unfortunately, all but

two teachers failed to encourage these projects, so most of them were
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not completed. With adequate teacher support, the results would have

been most valuable.

Modifying the Meeting Schedule

When all Leaders have volunteered to participate on a task

force, the Advisor should set up a new meeting schedule. To maintain

a sense of identity and communication regarding the work of all Leaders

and their progress, it is desirable to meet once a week as the entire

Leadership Council. ThiS meeting could be held on Monday or Thursday,

at which time each task force would report to the Council and receive

suggestions. At this meeting, problem-solving or planning of events

pertaining to all Leaders could be accomplished. Then on Thursday or

Friday the Leaders could meet with the Advisor in their task force

group for specific planning. The smaller group of six to ten was ideal

for efficiency.

Restructuring the Meetings .of Task Forces

These meetings pertained primarily to the specific objectives

and plans of the group rather than to general problem-solving.

Initially the task force must consider alternative ways of accomplishing

its task, but once a method has been selected the sessions need to focus

on evaluation and modifications. In the small group the Advisor can

more effectively help individuals to be successful through providing

guidance and training. For example, Monitors had to rehearse several

times how to obtain their materials (a record sheet, warning signal

flag, armbands, Good Citizen tickets, and penrtnts) and how to be in

position befre the final recess bell. It was al.o necessary to drill

on the procedure of evaluating classes and to discuss and role play how

to handle challenges of unfairness, etc. The pre ence of the Advisor

was necessary every recess of every day in the beginning. The group

was totally independent after two weeks of operation.

The small task force artords the Advisor an opportunity to

counsel individuals. In the experimental program most of the Leaders

continued to monitor their 'lehavior during class time and enjoyed

sharing their records with the Advisor. Some Leaders became frustrated
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in relationship to teachers or peers and needed help in learning how to

constructively handle qleir feelings. The small groups were very valu-

able in terms of personal growth as well as school improvement.
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Chapter 7

THE ONGOING PROGRAM

Modifications and Changes

As projects are completed or lose their effectiveness, the Advis-

or should help the Leadership Council plan the next steps. Sensing when

a project should be stopped is quite often both difficult and crucial.

If an ineffective project is pushed too long, the Leaders may end up with

a deep sense of failure.

It seems advisable that the Leaders should change every semester.

It takes about a month for Leaders to become comfortable and effective

in their roles By the end of a semester, a change is needed to capital-

ize upon new vitality and to disperse student power further. The second

semester Leaders seem to bene42;t from having observed the operations of

the first term, so needs assessment and the selection of projects may be

greatly facilitated. The new Leaders may choose to continue some former

projects but they should be encouraged to explore all possibilities for

themselves. It is very important that the Advisor establish with the

new Leaders: (a) how to conduct a meeting, (b) the behavior expected of

Leaders, and (c) the fundamental skills of problem-solving and carrying

out responsibilities.

Leadership Assemblies

An important part of the experimental program was thr.. Leadership

Assembly held at the close of each semester. At that time awards/were

given for outstanding citizenship in the school to classes and individ-

uals recognized by the Council. .t-rrds for leadership were also made.

Every Leader received a certificate that recognized his special area of

service (e.g., monitor) and recognized any outstanding contributions to

the school or to self-improvement. Medals with hands clasped in friend-

ship were given to a total of twelve Leaders during the year who contri-

buted most to the Program through dependable service, creative thinking,

exemplary citizenship, or personal growth. Plaques or trophies could
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also be awarded to groups.

The Leaders who received awards for exceptional service were

nominated by the Advisor and the faculty. In other programs, peer nomi-

flations might also be used. As important as the awards, perhaps, was a

personal letter sent home to the parents of each child informing them of

his outstanding contribution.

Leaders gained positions of highest peer status and public recog-

nition for significant achievement, i.e. constructive leadership behavior.

This fact, along with newspaper publicity and community recognition, pro-

foundly impresed upon many youngsters the value of good citizenship and

leadership. It is impossible to measure accurately the impact of such

an experience upon the attitudes of a child.

hvaIuating the Effectiveness of the Program

In order fur the staff to decide whether the Leadership Program

was beneficial and should be continued,evidffice must be gathered. Two

means are available to the staff: informal methods and concrete measures.

In either case. the basic puspose is to evaluate by comparing students'

behavior before and after the program.

Informal methods. Members of the staff may pool information

that is based on their observations of individuals and the total student

body during the year. Although these observations may have been gathered

unsystematically, it helps to ask teachers to list favorable outcones and

disappointments (unfavorable outcomes) that occurred throughout the year,

trying to recall specific examples. It is helpful if anecdotal records

have been kept at least by the Advisor. Comparisons of outcomes with

goals in terms of pupil behavior and attitudes, productivity, and the

emotional climate of the school should be carefully made.

Concrete measures. Whenever possible, it is most desirable to

have some concrete measure of changed behavior and attitudes. This is

needed because human perception and memory can be inaccurate. Instead

of just recording impressions of student behavior, teachers can make

charts on which to record a mark each time a certain desirable or un-

desirable event occurs. Charting behavior for periods of a week or two
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throughout the year can give the teacher concrete evidence on the accu-

racy of her perceptions. Forms like the Behavioral Rating Form
1
are

valuable tools also. The teacher may use them to rate the frequency of

certain target behaviors of individuals three or four times during the

year. Or, a teacher may devise a rating schedule based on behaviors

with which he or she is most concerned.

There are many kinds of attitudes or opinion questionnaires that

can help the teachers measure change. Several short, simple.ones can be

found in a teacher resource booklet, Diagnosing Classroom Learning

Environments
2

. Others, which help teachers find out how students per-

ceive their environment and how they feel about it, are the Perceived

Environment Profiles
3

and TAMS: Thinking About My School
4

. These inven-

tories ask students to indicate the degrees of friendliness, fairness

and encouragement they perceive in their school. It does not require

sophisticated statistics to use the results of such questionnaires.

Simple changes of pupils in response to particular items or in total

scores can be indicative of what has happened to the attitudes of the

students during some period of time.

Less formal than the inventories are simple surveys or interviews

(see pp. 58-61). Leaders and teachers may be asked questions about the

growth of individuals in the program. Leaders may report on the respon-

siveness of classmates to class discussions or the improvement in general

class behavior and atmosphere during the year.' Students may vote in

1
See J. R. Whitmore, The modification of undesirable attitudes

and classroom behavior through constructive use of social power in the
school peer culture (SCRDT, Technical Report No. 36), 1973, p. 183.

2R. Fox, M. Luszki, & R. Schmuck, Diagnosing classroom learning
environments (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1966).

3P. M. Rizzo, Perceived environment profile, State University of
New York, unpublished manuscript, 1970.

4
J. R. Whitmore, TAMS: Thinking about my school (SCRDT,

forthcoming).
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Sample L)

Teacher's name

TEACHER INTERVIEW

Date

1. What positive changes have you seen in negative leaders?

What, if any, problems have you had with leaders? V

3. How have peers accepted "leaders" as leaders?

6

4. Have you had class discussions led by leaders? Please elaborate.

5. What help can be given to leaders to incease their effectiveness
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Sample E

TEACHER PROGRESS REPORT ON LEADERS: January

1. WHAT POSITIVE CHANGES HAVE YOU SEEN IN THE LEADERS since participating
in the leadership groups?

2. WHAT PROBLEMS OR NEGATIVE CHANGES HAVE YOU HAD WITH THE LEADERS?
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S amp I e

;game of leader:

LEADER INTERVIEW

Date:

1. What do you like about being, a leader?

What problems have you had as a leader?

5. What have you done as a leader that you felt good about?

4. What have you done as a leader that made you feel bad?

5. What could we change to make you more effective leaders?
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Sample G

Teacher:

LEADER INTERVIEW

Leaders: NG=
PG=

estions NG PG

Date:

NB=
PB=

PG

Have you been keeping
your point record?

Results?

Have you been helping
as a reward?

T

Number of times?

Do you feel you have been
a GOOD LEADER?

(Why?)

Has being a chosen leader
helped you IMPROVE
YOURSELF? (How?)

WHAT PROBLEMS have you had as leaders! (Suggestions?)
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classrooms on such questions as "Have there been fewer fights in school

this year?" Classes may report to the Council the results of opinion

polls related to the effectiveness of the projects.

In addition there may be valuable information to be gained from

office record's of referrals for disciplinary action, attendance, tardi-

ness, and destruction of school property. Such records compiled from

the year preceding the program and the current year may suggest the

degree.to which some changes have occurred.

Before a staff begins to develop a Leadership Program, the meas-

ures of effectiveness that might be desired should be considered and

selected. Any questionnaires or counting and charting of behaviors

must be done before the program begins and again at the end to obtain a

reasonably accurate indication of program effectiveness.

Summary Statements About Developing An Ongoing Program

Perhaps the most important summarizing statement about this pro-

gram is that it is more_a :process than a product. Although it is in-

tended to produce certain desirable attitudes and behaviors as end prod-

ucts, the processes of group problem-solving and of organizing o effect

change are equally ',aluable. Even if the general school atmosphere is

not drastically improved, participation in the program can profoundly

influence the lives of individual children who learn the rewards of

constructive citizenship. Furthermore, it may require more than a year

in a distressed school to produce the desired results. But, the school

and future society are bound to benefit ultimately as socially influ-

ential children learn how to think for themselves, to critically eval-

uate their situation, to identify necessary changes, to select a way of

handling a problem, and to evaluate the outcomes of decisions. These

are the skills necessary for responsible adult living as well as for

leadership.

A second necessary statement is that the effectiveness of a

Leadership Program is largely determined by the quality of adult sup-

port provided the youngsters. The ability of the Advisor and of the

classroom teacher to help individuals develop the necessary skills for
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effective leadership is a significant factor.

To be most effective, the Advisor and the teachers in the school

should be models of the behaviors desired in children. This includes

being skillful problem-solvers who continually define problems, examine

alternatives, test hypotheses, and evaluate and modify their behavior

accordingly. In addition they must be sensitive to the needs of others

around them and willing to put forth effort for the benefit of the group.

One word of caution is warranted. Change is relatively slow when

it involves important emotions and established patterns of human behavior.

Firm exceptions based on east "failures" often defeat a new program.

Therefore, a staff developing a Leadership Program should not expect

drastic changes within the first few months--perhaps not even within the

first year or two. If progress is made in the first year, it may require

several years of creating a new atmosphere and L ,.'ding skills in stu-

dents before the goals of the program will be achieved to the full sat-

isfaction of the staff.
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PART III: RECORDS OF THE PILOT PROGRAM

Chapter 8

ORGANIZATIONAL RECORDS

This chapter includes some samples of communication, an outline

of one of the early organizational teachers' meetings, and some descrip-

tions of the specific organizution and development of the program.

Chapter 9 contains anecdotal records of Leadership sessions held during

the first semester.

The pilot program was carried out in a very distressed school

where negative attitudes and hostile interactions continually crippled

the teaching-learning process. These conditions had prevailed for a

number of years. Therefore, bringing about changes in the behavior of

teachers and pupils was a slow, tedious process. The records here and

in Chapter 9 will help the reader envision the development of the pro-

gram under the most difficult circumstances. In most schools, however,

it would be reasonable to expect all aspects of the program to be devel-

oped and implemented more easily and with greater success. A critical

factor limiting the effectiveness of the pilot program was the resist-

ance of four of the eight intermediate teachers involved. If the idea

and desire for a leadership program had originated with the eight teach-

ers, their commitment to its success would have increased its effective-

ness enormously. It is important for the reader to remember that, de-

spite some teachers' resistance and the frequent difficulties described

in the record., the program was regarded generally as a success in im-

proving the school climate. It was most helpful in changing socially

powerful disrupters into cooperative, positive leaders and in strength-

ening the influence of many desirable students. At the end of the first

semester the teachers and students voted to continue the Leadership

Program with few changes. Owing to less resistance and more student

experience, the second semester was markedly easier and rote successful.
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MEMO TO THE TEACHERS

October 15, 1971

To:

From: Advisor

Below are the names of the representatives chosen for your

class. I will come into your classroom and announce the plan for

leadership groups at a time convenient to you on Friday, October 29, or

Monday, November 1. The groups will start meeting November 2. Please

do not discuss the idea until then, especially the selection of leaders.

Girl "Reps":

Boy "Reps":

Remember, only half of those named will participate in the group during

the first half of the year; the other half will form a leadership group

during the second half of the school year. Also, you are reminded

that there are two leadership groups functioning--one for each unit.

For simplicity, I have been referring to (name's) unit as Unit IV, and

to (name's) unit as Unit V. The two councils may meet jointly as the

need arises.

Leadership meetings will begin the week of November 1 with two

meetings a week until we are organized and functioning well (possibly

until Christmas). No time preferences were given by teachers so I

selected the following:

Unit IV Tuesday, 11:00-11:30 and Friday, 9:00-9:45

Unit V---Tuesday, 11:30-12:00 and Friday, 9:55-10:40

Can you suggest better times?

In order to determine the effect of leadership opportunity upon

the children, some questionnaires will be given and there will be

periodic classroom observation. The questionnaires will be given dur-

ing the next week in morning hours. Please indicate the hours the

leaders are in your classroom:

a.m. p.m.

Two sources of information are needed from you:

1) Please check off the behaviors best describing each leader

and return the rating forms to me by the end of next week.
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2) How can the observer become familiar with the leaders in

your class so that she may recognize them to observe closely without

their awareness? Are polaroid pictures or school pictures a better

idea? Do you want us to take pictures in the classroom and contrive

to get the leaders in a group? Are name tags natural and feasible?

How helpful might a seating chart be? Do let us know your thoughts!
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OUTLINE OF AI\ ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
OF THE EXPFPIMENTER AND THE TEACHERS

October 28: Meeting with both units of teachers regarding Leadership
groups.

Purpose of the groups: To direct the energies and social power of

students 1. the peer culture to influence the behavior and attitudes

of other students in the direction desired by both teachers and students.

A. Recall attitudes and perceptions reported on TAMS.

B. Barney as an example of a changed student; his teacher's
efforts and success.

C. Ultimately to lighten the teacher's load in terms of need to
expend time and energy disciplining. Cite Bronfenbrenner.t

Content of the Leadership Meetings:

A. Identification and communication with adults in the school
and community.

1. Each will be a "shadow" to one of the administrators for

an entire day, and expected to share with the group the

types of problems encountered by the 'person with that

responsibility. Understanding of the operation of the

school as well as personal relationship with adminis-

trators is the purpose.

2. Field trip to the City Council Chambers and offices with

a talk by councilmen regarding the need for leadership,

how the leaders from the school can contribute to the

community war on crime, and what it means to be a leader.

3. Leaders meet frequently with the teachers in the unit for

about half an hour after school as part of the unit

meetings,at which time the teachers communicate respect,

trust and ideas for cooperative efforts to the Leaders.

It should be established that teachers and pupils can

support each other, so ideas for changes on the part of

either should be discussed in the classrooms or unit

teachers' meetings.

ti

0. Bronfenbrenner, Two worlds of childhood (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1970).



B. Studying the problem: How to make our school a happier
place.

1. Discuss TAMS, own perceptions.

2. Inventory opinions of classmates informally and in

group discussion.

3. Compile a report of findings, representing teachers

and kids.

C. Explore alternatives--presented by advisor and created by
them.

1. Discuss with classes, individuals.

2. Plan how to bring about change.

D. Leadership Training

1. The meaning of being a leader; responsibility, potential

for constructive influence.

2. Training through discussion, role playing and mutual

help in:

a) leading discussions

b) handling peer opposition

c) creating constructive attitudes

E. Designing and implementing a plan to accomplish change.

1. Reward system?

2. Explicit rules and consequences.

3. Planned peer enforcement in suppoit of teachers.

4. Competition between classes?

To be discussed:

1. Effectiveness or success dependent upon rewards for efforts

of Leaders--cost-reward factor; need for teacher tolerance and support.

Discuss teacher's role if Leaders encounter opposition or ridicule, if

discussions flounder, if hostility erupts from peer directives, if

Leaders abuse privilege.

2. How should Leaders most effectively be told about their sel-

ection: surprise at assembly? by teachers and peers? reasons? con-

ditional? (We need to convey they can be successful; we have confidence

in them.)
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3. When should the assembly be held? "Shadowing" begin?

Class discussions start?

4. At least in tic beginning, two meetings with the Leadership

group each week seems necessary if their attention on their new role is

to remain foremost in their minds and reinforcement for efforts is to

be given. WHEN during the day on Tuesday and Thursday or Friday? Flow

long do you feel that the Leaders can focus on such a task?

5. What would you like to see included that is not?

6. What are your expectations for the role of the Leaders? This

is a vital influence upon what they will accomplish.

7. Need to evaluate systematically the success to measure ef-

fectiveness of the project:

A. Instruments--TAMS, LOCUS OF CONTROL, SELF-CONCEPT.

B. Behavior--BRF, your observations and an unbiased

observer's observations on an objective coding schedule

(both valuable).

8. Parent's meeting scheduled. Teachers urged to attend.
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Example of Letters Sent to Parents of Boys and Girls
Selected for the Leadership Program

November 2, 1971

Dear

On behalf of your child's teacher and the principal,

I am very happy to inform you that your child

has been selected to represent his class as a member of a leadership

group. This is quite an honor and a great opportunity for him to

develop his abilities as a leader. He will have a lot of responsibility

as a leader and will also be attending some special events. I would like

to have a chance to meet you and to explain the leadership group to you.

To do this,'I am inviting you to bring your son and join us in the

library this Thursday, November 4, at 4:00. If you cannot come at

that time, please send a note to me through the teacher or office or

call me at the school so I can have an opportunity to talk with you.

I am looking forward to meeting you and to an exciting exper-

ience working with your son and other leaders in (this school).

Most sincerely,

Advisor



OVERVIEW OF THE PILOT PROGRAM: LEADERSHIP MEETINGS

The 32 Leaders were divided into two groups to provide two

comparable meetings with sixteen participants, a more feasible number

Meeting times were arranged with the teachers according to teaching

schedules so the groups were formed closely along the lines of the

units'being employed under the school's Master Plan. (Originally the

two groups were identical, with the division of the eight classes into

two functional unit!, but one teacher requested a change to accommodate

her teaching program and another teacher agreed to exchange times.) In

post-intervention analysis, it was surprising to discover that the

Leaders meeting at 11:00 a.m. ("Group Four") were, with one exception,

those representing the less supportive teachers, Teacher Group Two.

This is most interesting since the ranking of the teachers was ac-

complished independently by many professional personnel according to

teacher ability to reinforce and expand upon the efforts related to

the intervention experience. Further meaning is added by the fact that

although the preparation of content was identical for both the morning

and the afternoon sessions, the morning group was markedly less re-
1

sponsive, more disruptive and uncomfortable with the tasks, and dis-

tinctively less dependable and positive in attitude. It is from that

group that almost all attrition occurred. Because of the significantly

different response of the groups to the sessions, very brief evaluative

notes were kept by the advisor in addition to detailed descriptions of

the sessions, The agenda presents the content of the session as planned;

the evaluative and descriptive notes indicate the modifications result-

ing from pupil response or conflicting circumstances,

A log was maintained by the experimenter, and all sessions were

tape recorded. There were 12 meetings before Christmas vacation and

12 afterward, with a two week period between the last session and the

announcement of new Leaders for the next term. The sessions were 30

to 60 minutes long and were held twice a week. The meetings before

Christmas (Phases One and Two) focused on studying the problem (lack of

pride in our school--too many fights, unkind words, etc.) and on planning
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some program to build new feelings and behaviors at school. The second

12 sessions (Phase Three) involved reorganization--breaking up the two

groups and regrouping according' to the type of service the Leader chose

to render to the school.

During most of the first twelve meetings, which were involved

with problem-solving and designing ways of being a constructive in-

fluence in the school, there was' a marked difference in the quality of

response between the two groups. The Unit IV group, meeting most of the

time during the last hour in the morning, was unable to problem-solve

in any manner and manifested an extensive amount of compensatory be-

havior in the form of "capping" ("put-downs" or "cuts") resulting in

Leader fighting. It was consistently difficult to get the Leaders to

the meeting place on time--they and their teachers failed to remember

and the students often played enroute to the meeting room so that some-

one had to collect th_11 and supervise their journey. We began meeting

in the Computer Building but the supervisor complained so much about

their noisy entrances that we 7hifted to the counselor's office which

was smaller but quieter and closer to the classrooms.

By contrast, Unit V Leaders in the late afterAoon were much more

inclined to make clear, well-prepared reports and to seriously give

attention to problem-solving. The lack of attention was minimal and

the quality of thinking was very superior to the other group. By

ChristmaS, the end of the first 12 sessions, it was evident that the

one group could not function successfully with such seemingly complex

or abstract tasks as problem-solving. Evaluation by the experimenter

leci to preparation for more concrete tasks at which success could be

clearly experienced. In the last two and a half months, the Leaders

from the two original groups were mixed and divided into smaller "task

forces" which greatly reduced the problems. The experimenter's de-

cision seemed responsible for a change in attitude and perceived suc-

cess which resulted in much sudden growth for some individuals who

had been less constructive earlier.

It also was realized at the end of the first alf that those
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who really did not care to participate as a Leader should be allowed

the prerogative of dropping out of the Program. The option was given

and four Leaders from one class did drop out and ultimately four more

withdrew. Six of these Leaders were Negatives but all eight seemed

to feel either that the pay-offs were not great enough to justify the

effort required or that the fear of failure and perceived inability

to successfully maintain social power with "positive" means were over-

powering.
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ROLE OF THE ADVISOR

The role of the advisor was intended to be one of minimal inter-

action and direction. During the first sessions, the adv:sor presented

the idea of how Leadership groups might be organized and explained to

the Leaders the purpose of having student representatives make decisions

about and implement changes desired by students, according to responses

on TAMS (Thinking About My School) and in interviews during the pre-

ceding six months.

The role of representatives was suggested to be: 1) to give

serious thought to the problem of school morale, 2) to discuss the

problem and consider with peerS alternative ways of trying to improve

the school, 3) to gather information regarding student cpinions, 4) to

help by setting an example of desirable behavior and exercising con-

structive leadership (e.g., initiating class and small group discussions,

suggesting ideas to consider, evaluating progress with peers). In this

way Leaders would bring about the changes desired by students ant

teachers.

The role of the advisor was presented as helping to structure

the groups and their functioning according to their desires, providing

support .th ideas of alternatives, information about ways of answering

questions, anO. how to resolve any difficufties encountered. Leaders were

assured the advisor would provide any necessary resources or training

in skills, such as leading class discussions or handling difficult

social situations.

Reactions of acceptance, rejection or modification of all ideas

presented by the advisor were solicited but it was evident immediately

that these students were not sufficiently familiar with the possibilities

of such a role to enable them to respond with suggestions or evaluative

comments. During the first few meetings it was revealed clearly that the

Leaders were almost totally inexperienced in decision-making within the

school structure. They were not only uncomfortable in the role of re-

sponsibility but were unaware of how they could work independently as a

group without continuous "teacher (advisor) direction." They seemed
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accustomed to a dependent role in the school, depending upon teacher

directions and supervision. Although they were responsive to the advisor

and generally complied with her requests, chaos tended to evolve quickly

when the group was asked to be self-directive.

The 32 Leaders met in two groups of 16 most of the time to

facilitate the active participation of each Leader and to minimize the

distraction from tasks. There was an unexpected difference between the

two Leadership groups (as described above). The social behavior of

one group necessitated strong adult control of events during many of

the meetings. The other group successfully assumed much more self-

direction, owing primarily to the influence of two or three exception-

ally skilled and socially effective Leaders. In each group, however,

the advisor reached some "critical points" at which decisions were

made regarding the advisor role. It can be said that nost Leaders in

the total group of 32 were dependent upon personal guidance and rein-

forcement from the adviser to learn to carry out their Leadership roles,

As was anticipated by the experimenter, "critical points" oc-

curred during the process of establishing the structure of the Leader-

ship meetings. Unexpectedly, all critical points forced a stronger

Leadership role upon the advisor than was desired. Specific examples

are:

1. Individuals asked to treside as Chairman for the Day, leading

the group through a pre-planned agenda, were very uncomfortable and un-

skilled in the job--with only two or three exceptions. Chairmen tended

to read the agenda awkwardly, not knowing how to move frn-, one event to

another without continual help from the advisor. Sometime!, LL.rmen

were embarrassed by their lack of ability to read the items on the agenda.

The behavior of Leaders required much instruction as to rules of par-

ticipation in group work, including common courtesies. Therefore, the

advisor was forced to inkerrupt and guide the proceedings often. Eventu-

ally, the Chairman role became one primarily of gathering the Leaders

from their classrooms for the meeting and reminding them of reports or

items to bring to the sessions.

2. With a seemingly total lack of experience with the process

of problem-solving and active, structured social leadership, the students
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were not aware of possibilities regarding the potential,nature or

direction of the Leadership groups. They readily identified problems

such as fights, verbal insults, and instigators of classroom disrup-

tions, and stron resentment or shame was expressed regarding these

common events. However, they had no idea how they could prevent these

occurrences other than by negative use of force. They depended upon the

advisor for suggested alternative methods to try and also needed her

guidance to help develop awareness of the contingencies for successful

influence as Leaders. For exanple, sh: had to convince many Negatives

that when challenged to fight they named respect from others when re-

sisting. Although Leaders did contribute many ideas at each session,

often they were limited in their vision or unrealistic in their per-

ception of the total situation. They had to be helped to see beyond the

immediate circumstances to future consequences, beyond the closer peer

associates to the larger school population, and beyond failures to suc-

cesses. There was both a strong tendency to predict failure and to

expect immediate and complete success when attempting to effect

changes.

3. Very strong support from the advisor was,podoil 44....ogaseapi}o.P.V411 Or

the detrimental effects of Leader insecurity in the role, peer resist-

ance, and lack of teacher support beyond permitting participation.

When the advisor observed the extreme lack of skills in such tasks as

gathering information, leading discussions, and remembering to carry

out plans, a much hiller amount of time in the Leadership Meetings was

devoted to training and building confidence as well as skill. This

emphasis resulted in a more active advisor role. Leaders had to role

play and discuss how to ask questions in gathering information, how to

simply record responses in note form, and some had to learn tiOw one

can respond to sarcastic peer retorts without use of physical aggres-

sion. They had to experience leading and participating in small grcip

discussions before successfully conducting discussions in the class-

rooms. Some techniques for remembering responsibilities had to be

learned--how to make notes to yourself, train yourself to check re-

minders at certain times, and to help each other remember responsibilities
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to small task groups. Much emotional support also was provided by

the advisor.

4. The type of plan the group chose to implement was a

basic application of Behavior Modification. Due to the types of rewards

for good behavior they chose, the concern they had for honest recording

and dispensation of rewards, and their insistence upon monitoring be-

havior throughout the day, the advisor had to provide much guidance in

the structuring of the Good Citizen Project. The Leaders enthusiastic-

ally contributed ideas for rewards but many were not feasible--e.g.,

popping popcorn--a bag for each Good Citizen (potentially 260); a

skating party for all Good Citizens; a Friday afternoon swim for Good

Citizens. The constraints of time, money, transportation and facilities

for such "rewards" were unrecognized by many.

The advisor had to do much of the communicating with teachers

for the Leaders. She, too, attempted to persuade some citizens in the

community to provide reward activities. The Leaders were too uncertain

of teacher response to meet comfortably with them--they expressed fear

of rejectton and criticism. For some reason they did not seem to know

any ens who might help provide reward activities.

ring Phase Three the advisor role did become more passive

be content of the sessions became more activity-oriented and

1 t. Leaders were much more able to operate independently

with clearl defined, concrete tasks. The abstract nature of the

earlier sessions had been a major impediment to the development of

grea(er pupil self-direction. During this phase, students were divided

into smaller "task forces" with specific projects to carry out. Class-

room and School Helpers operated almost totally independently under the

supervision of other adults. The Videotape Group needed clear descrip-

tions of the overall task and organization of steps in carrying out the

project, but operated with minimal guidance from the advisor. The

Monitors needed assistance in acquiring materials for badges, pennants,

and recording scores.' They also depended upon the advisor to organize

their mode of operation and to drill them in procedures.
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After a few days of monitgring, they were able to operate with only

occasional advice from the advisor. During her illness, they operated

independently success for two weeks.
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STRUCTURE OF THE LEADERSHIP SESSIONS

The Leaders were gathered from their respective classrooms by

the advisor or a selected Chairman of the Day. The location of the

meetings varied. The smaller groups of 16 or less met first in the

Computer Building in a room provided for the supervisors as "office

space." It contained two teacher's desks and a few chairs. More fold-

ing chairs had to be obtained for the sessions. Next to this office was

the room where students performed lessons on the computers. A two-way

mirror separated the office from individual cubicles so that visitors

to the building could observe students operating the equipment. The

noise from the computers and the temptation to look through the windows

distracted significantly from the Leadership meetings, especially for

the morning group which was much more easily distracted The super-

visors of the Computer Building did not like others to use the fac314_Ly

and were critical of their "disruptive entrances"--they had to pass

through work areas. At the end of a month it was arranged for the

Leaders to meet in the smaller but quieter Counselor's Office nearer

the classrooms. In this room there ,,/as barely enough space to place 17

chairs in a circle. It was very hot or very cold as the thermostat

failed to function properly- Some distractions occurred there as

classes passed by to the computers or to recess. However, it was

satisfactory.

Most cf the larger sessions involving all 32 Leaders were held

in the work room of the Resource Teachers. It was a classroom and 32

desks could be arranged in a circle quite easily. It was the most sat-

isfactory location although numerous interruptions occurred as teachers

and aides came in for materials. During the last month, the large group

met each Monday during the lunch recess. They were excused early from

class to get their lunches in the cafeteria, next door to the Resource

Room, and then ate together before hearing reports from the task forces.

as to their -orogress. Smaller task forces usually met in the Counselor's

Office on other days to plan and evaluate their specific project. About

four times the large group met in the school library due to the unavail-
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ability of the Resource Room.

During all sessions, the Leaders sat in a circle and were asked

to give undivided attention to the person speaking. The Chairman was

asked to see that all Leaders had the opportunity to speak and was

responsible for calling on Leaders desiring the floor. The agenda of

the session was printed on the blackboard and the Chairman had one on

paper to follow. It followed the simple format of old and new business

with the group first reporting results related to the previous session

and then planning goals and activities for the following days before

the next session.

The advisor reinforced good models of Leader behavior with

praise and interjected guiding comments or disciplinary actions as

seemed advisable. The length of the sessions varied from 30 to 60

minutes, determined by promptness in arriving for the meeting, ability

to concentrate on the content of the session, and time needed to com-

plete the agenda. Occasionally the length of the meeting was reduced

owing to waning interest or developing discipline problems with a few

Negative Leaders.
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Chapter 9

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

RECORDS OF PHASE ONE MEETINGS

LEADERS' MEETING #1: Tuesday, November 2

Agend4

1 Getting acquainted.

2 Establishing the purpose of the group and clarifying the
background from which the idea originated.

3 Describing how the Leadership groups will function, includ-
ing brief description of possible kinds of Leader tasks and
the role of the advisor as "helper" and resource person.

4 Planning to interview classmates and record ideas in note-
books presented.

5 .'reparing to "shadow" administrators and report findings.

6 Inviting parents to a parent "tea" on Thursday at 4:00 to
learn about the Leadership Program.

Notes. on Both Sessions

The Leaders in both groups arrived rambunctiously, excited about

the opportunity to get out of class for a meeting. During the meeting,

there was much difficulty listening and also remembering the answers to

questions repeatedly asked' about details--e.g., when and where the group

will meet, when each will 'shadow" and what will be expected of shadows,

etc. As advisor, I had to take a firm stand as to my standards and

expectations for behavior, carefully affirming my confidence in their

ability and giving the option of leaving the group for any Leader not

ready for the responsibility. The Leaders were testing to find the

limits on this new experience and were becoming acquainted with me as a

person of authority working with them. Bascally, the response was posi-

tive and all seemed eager to continue as Leaders. They had no diffi-

culty compiling a long list of "things needing to be changed" at their

school. After exploratory discussions Lhey were asked to interview

others in the school (students and adults) to find out what most people

would identii:: as the primary problems. They were asked to keep notes

and report at the next session. Each received a small pocket notebook.
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Session #2: Thursday, November 2

Agerda

1. Reports from those leaders who had been "shadows" on

Wednesday.

2. Sharing by individuals of notes recorded in notebooks about

observations or interviews.

3. Selecting a name for the group and a means of identifying

Leaders in school (badges or armbands?).

4 Preparing to lead class discussions including methods of

gaining and holding attention.

5. Presentation of the bar graphs showing the number and kinds

of responses to 12 items of the TAMS questionnaire given

the previous Spring.

6. Selection by each Leader of a chart to present to classmates

for discussion.

7. Last minute preparations for the tea that afternoon, includ-

ing selection of a host and hostess and preparation to

make introductions.

Notes on Both Sessions

Leaders who had shadowed reported it was great fun, but there was

a marked inability to identify "problems" or "difficult decisions" en-

countered by the administrators. After the session, I encouraged the

administrators again to help the "shadows" formulate thoughts during the

day and to help them construct helpful summaries of the '.!xperLenee to

be shared with the group.

Most of the Leaders had listed fights in their notebooks except

for one girl who had recorded long interviews. It seem.z.T1 necessary to

clarify exactly what was to be recorded, and to make recording simpler we

chose one task: to make note of any causes of fights or unkind woid-g

observed Jr reported to them so the group could compile a list next

week. One girl cried because she had lost her notebook.

The two groups strangely arrived at the same decisions about

names and emblems. Both grollps were able to offer few suggestions, so

a number of alternatives had to be supplied by the advisor. The Leaders
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overwhelmingly voted to be called "(Name of School) Leaders" and to have

armbands with the name on thm.

In preparing to lead discussions the coming week, the advisor

noted the problem of people not listening to each other and asked how

attention can be gained and held. The only responses given were:

"turning him around," "order it," and "hitting 'em." The advisor asked

the group to think through the consequences of each method, which they

did briefly. Leaders were encouraged to wait for attention or request

it without gener-ting hostility or combat. The group, at both sessions,

could not sustain attention on this problem. Some thinking was sta-ted

as to the consequences of methods chosen, however.

During the presentation of each chart graphing the response to a

TAMS question, the Leaders were asked, "What does this say? What would

you ask the class about it?" The response was very enthusiastic and

elicited many opinions because the items selected were those questions

to which the majority of students gave negative responses. Attention

was excellent on the first two or three and then spontaneous vocalization

and independent discussions increased competition among Leaders to be

heard as opinions were asserted. Each set of four class representatives

was asked to select one chart to discuss with their class or in sub-

groups of about eight classmates per Leader. The Leaders were asked to

report ideas from their class at the next Leadership meeting.

It was obvious during the sessions that the attention span is very

low for many in the grouts -it is necessary to shift the task frequently

(every five to ten minutes at present). About one-foul-th of the group

is especially active and vocal, inciting unrest and distracting from the

task. One Negative boy in the morning group was asked to leave if he

could not control himself as a Leader yet; he responded well, settled

down and participated, though hyperactively. I have felt a warm response

to me in many cases and a strong desire to meet the contingencies for

participation in the group.



PERSONAL NOTES OF THE ADVISOR AT THE P`) OF THE FIRST WEEK

1. Students love the status of being Leaders; children very

anxious to have a turn--"They're jealous!"

2. The biggest pay-off, besides status, is time out of class.

If "destructive" behavior persists in meetings, Leader will be asked

to leave for the day. Twice and he will be replaced. Contingencies

made clear, some Leaders settled down immediately (especially Positives

carried away by excitement).

3. Some teachers commented on "resentment" of those selected

--high competition to get the privilege of leaving the class, even for

testing. One parent reported.her fourth grade girl (a Positive S) as

ambivalent about being chosen because of peer resentment; the girl

participates enthusiastically, however.

4. The children are more "impulsive" than "reflective" learners,

most of them not giving much consideration to alternatives and often

slow to hypothesize consequences based on events not exper:enced.

There will be difficulty getting them to reason and proble:a-solve with

any degree of tenacity.

S. There is a definite problem getting Leaders to listen and

think beyond the obvious (as in reporting what is observed as a "shadow":

most report "fun" events and food eaten!).

b. Sixteen children had parents represented at the parents'

meeting. All went smoothly with some discussion based on the questions

of a few parents. No opposition was expressed.
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Session #3: November 9, Tuesday

Agenda:

1. Role of a Chairman explained: to collect Leaders from their

rooms for the meetings, to conduct the meeting covering the

posted agenda, and to be sure all Leaders have had a chance

to participate, have listened, understood and expressed

their ideas. Have Leaders list qualities, traits and specific

behaviors they would respect in a Chairman.

2. Discuss any problems in leading a discussion of the chart

taken last meeting to stimulate class discussion.

3. Each group present findings from their class discussion of

the chart selected by the Leaders.

4. Decision about armbands versus pins, and selection of school

colors.

S. Plan to bring a list of causes of fights for use in the

meeting on Thursday.

Notes on Group 4: (11 a.m.)

Leaders were generally late; representatives from one class came

almost on time and went to pet the rest of the group. School pictures

were being taken and one class had Precision Teaching until fifteen

minutes after our starting time so the teacher asked that her Leader

come late each meeting. The children came excited and talkative and we

couldn't get started until twenty minutes late. Midway through the

session, one class called for their Leaders to have their pictures taken.

I felt a continual strugg to gain or hole attention--there

was continuous chatter and movem t, some hostile "capping." As advisor

I had to establish definite limits--if a Leader cannot help us by con-

trolling himself one day, he will be excused to return to class; if it

'happens twice, he will have to be replaced. It had a sobering effect.

I followed it with emphatic expressions of confidence in their ability

to lead by example. Then I introduced the idea of having a Chairman to

help t e Leaders direct themselves, After defining the responsibilities

(meeting with me during recess to go over the agenda, collecting the

Leaders for the meeting, and conducting the meeting), I asked for, jobs
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of Chairman to be repeated. Only one boy could state them, so he way

asked to be the first Chairmali that day.

Only one class had any reports. They helped the rest of the

group--who said they were unable to get their classmates to listen--by

sharing the technique of sitting down silently to wait for attention.

Some discussion of alternatives followed.

Leaders voted to have pins they can keep, instead of armbands

the school would own because of the cost involved. Purple and white

were voted the school colors, but only seven cared enough to vote after

three color combinations were suggested.

Most of the Leaders in this group had not taken home the note.

to parents about the coming field trip, and needed transportation.

They also had not made notes in their books and could not give any

answers to the question of what happened to their class discussions.

Individuals seemed to lack confidence and/or concern regarding carrying

out responsibility.

The Computer Director came in and admonished the group twice-- -

once for entering noisily and once for poor manners and not listening

as she tried to ask them to leave quickly. The director is a Black

woman much disliked by the students for her strict demands made of them

while in the Computc:r room. The Leaders left the building grumbling

about her.

Noes on Group 5: 2:l5 p.m.)

I selectee a Chairman durinr, _,:cess and sent him to collect the

Leaders,which may have prevented the time problem getting started. By

contrast with the first group, these Leaders returned with their charts

and notebooks in hand, ready to report. After the role of Chairman was

described and discussed, the Leader chosen to be Chairman carried out

the meeting. One class did an excellent job of reporting what sounded

like a very productive class meeting. One Leader had done an especially

outstanding job of gathering responses from people all week which he had

noted in his book. Each representative from that class stood to make a

serious report which set the tone of this group for that session and the

subsequent ten to follow. The Leader: From the other three classes did

not have reports, however; one class reportedly could not settle down
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to discuss, another class apparently failed to respond to the questions,

and the representatives from the third class felt unable to discuss

anything because the teacher would not allow time for it. Leaders did

report notes they had recorded from interviews during recesses and

responded seriously to their task of considering alternatives in dealing

with the reported complaints: e.g., litter campaign, more play equip-

ment, longer recesses, a "teachers' day," etc. One Leader had interviewed

new pupils and reported they found many students very friendly.

All Leaders present voted to have pins and to have purple and

white be the school colors. The Chairman called for the vote and another

Leader recorded it. The group was orderly and conscientious.

One girl returned a slip saying her mother would drive on the

field rip. No other notes were received.

I praised throughout the meeting thc nine conduct and serious

manner of this group, contrasting it with Unit IV. They seemed very

proud.

A number of Leaders asked when "shadows" could repeat. They

reluctantly accepted my explanation that it was difficult for the ad-

ministrators involved.

Although we started much more punctually, the group. had less

time to meet (a tctal of about 35 minutes) and they could have con-

tinued another half hour, it seemed. The session was productive for

them. They received eagerly the assignment to compile a list of causes

of fights.

Session #4: November 11, Thursday

Agenda:

1. Report of shadows.

2. Distribute pins for Leaders.

3. Collect field trip perm'ssion slips and make last minute

plans for the trip to the Municipal Council Chambers next

Tuesday.

4. Divide into four groups to dlscuss problems or causes of

fights and possible solutions. One Leader in each group
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prepare to report to the total group a list of causes and

suggested solutions from his small group.

5. Synthesize findings of groups into one report; if out of

time, collect notes to be compiled in ditto form for

distribution anJ .lave Leader report to classes'for further

discussion.

Notes on Group 4:

I met with the Chairman in advance, during recess, to go over

the agenda and standards of conduct. He seemed uncertain of his ability

but anxious to try. The Leaders were more prompt in arriving, still

noisier and more unsettled than Unit V. Since several in the group had

been recently sent to the office for disciplinary action, I reminded

them of the expectations and the vice principal's concern for Leader

behavior in and out of class. I told them I would be informed of any

troubles they had and would like them to come to me for help as needed.

I also reaffirmed my confidence in their ability to be successful

Leaders--no need for fighting, "capping" to show superiority.

No reports from "shadowing" were given. The Chairman asked who

remembered what the assignment for the day was--no one remembered but

three or four had some notes in their notebooks. The Chairman divided

the group into four small groups (from lists I provided to balance

stronger with weaker Leaders) 'o make a list of causes of fights. I

interjected questions as to how they needed to do the task; they seemed

very unclear about the job. I restated it clearly, giving each-a piece

of paper to list causes. I had to clarify how one person could write

while all sugge:A ideas. They worked noisily, taking five minutes

getting started and located. They listed ideas for about ten minutes

with attention waning rapidly the last five minutes. The groups needed

frequent stimulation from me to produce ideas.

A leader from each subgroup read their list to the whole group.

The group listened fairly well but a lot of "capping" a.7-1 boy-girl

hostilities erupted which necessitated a direct respopse from me. They

calmed down when I said it always seems that boys and girls "fight" to
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get each other's attention (which a Leader had just cited as the cause),

which must mean they like each other. I also added that my experience

showed me people really powerful do not need to prove it by fighting

Now that they are known to be Leaders they don't have to demonstrate

false power.

We were unable to discuss what makes a good discussion. I re-

stated plans for next week's meetings, making clear anyone in fights or

disciplined by the office before then would not be included on the field

trip Tuesday to the Municipal Coun.A. The Chairman passed out permis-

sion slips and they left in fairly good order.

Additional Notes on Group IV: It appeared evident to me that the

main problem in that group was a lack of models of appropriate behavior,

models who also recei'ed much peer respect. I was disturbel by the

amount of control I had to exercise but the response of the group af-

firmed the correctness of my judgment that I must first prove my worth

as an adult leader to the group before mutual respect and confidence

in success could mobilize the group to self-directed action. The

drastic lack of experience with the simplest forms of information-

gathering or problem-solving was astounding and their lack of experience

and comfort with responsibility obviously produced behaviors in defense

against the discomfort and fear of failure.

Notes on Group V:

The Chairman was much more confident than in Group IV. He

seemed comfortable as we went over the agenda at recess and then re-

minded all the Leaders to come quietly into the Computer building, which

they did. Those Leaders arriving early startv,i constructive planning

while waiting.

the Chairman efficiently started the meeting, calling for any

reports from shadows. I'told them about next Thursday's reports of'

"shadowing" with both groups of Leaders and the administrators present.

A few brief reports were made.

The Chairman a-kea wilat the assignment for the day was, and

several in the two sixth grades readily stated it and produced lists of
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causes of fights. Nothing was brought by the representatives from the

fourth and fifth grades. The Chairman divided the Leaders into three

groups (two Leaders were shadowing), according to my list. They quietly

(without being told) rearranged themselves in groups, seemed to under-

stand the directions and went to work on their list. They wanted a

little more time after ten minutes, so it ended up with 15 minutes of

discussion. One group focused quite a bit on alternatives, ways of

stopping fighting. The response was easy, needing no outside stimula-

tion from me.

They shared their reports nicely and gave me the lists. We

planned, at my i'litiation, to have the compiled list available on ditto

Monday for possible class discussions. The Chairman asked what makes a

good discussion and many responded with ideas such as: Everyone listens;

no one talks out of turn; no one talks while another is talking; everyone

expresses himself.

Asked by me if they could lead a discussion like we had in the

meeting, all but a few seemed to feel able to do so. I asked if some

wanted me or representatives from the sixth grade to come in and

help them lead a discussion. No one asked for help. Plans for Tuesday

were reviewed and permission slips given out. They left in a quiet,

orderly manner for which the computer supervisor praised them.
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SAMPLE DISCUSSION AIDE FOR LEADERS

November 15, 1971

TO: ALL UPPER GRADE STUDENTS

FROM: LEADERSHIP GROUPS 4 and 5

Please look at the lists of ideas and causes of fights the

leaders have put together with your help.

TALK about some you think are important on each list.

Talk in little groups or as a class.

THINK about ways we could stop a lot of fighting and bad feelings.

Think of suggested changes and projects for intermediate

classes.

ADD to the lists for your "reps" to share in the leadership groups.

Let's see which class can come up with the most ideas!

Guidelines for a GOOD DISCUSSION: (from Unit 5 Leaders)

1. Everyone listens.

2. No one talks out of turn.

3. No one talks or plays while another is talking.

4. Everyone expresses himself, his ideas.

RESPECT IS SHOWN!
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LEADERS

November, 1971

CAUSES OF FIGHTS, BAD FEELINGS

Things we DO:

Things we SAY:

pushing

hitting, kicking

picki-Ig on others--especially ones they know
can't fight back

fighting over balls

fighting over swings

jealousy--like dirty people who get mad at other
persons with clean clothes

"hit and run"

throwing tanbark

getting into someone's desk or stuff (property)

bossing--people having to have their way

disagreement, fighting over who is right

name calling

talking about other people

rudeness--insults like "Shut upI"

people say things to be hateful, unkind, hurting feeling

Things we DO AND SAY:

agitating--teasing

people taking advantage of people

failing in playing sports, getting mad
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LEADERS, UNIT 5

November, 1971

Suggeste,' jIAMES: (Things we can do to change things)

Students bring own pen and pencils to class

Suggested PROJECTS:

Don't throw pencils in the classrooms

More play equipment for upper grades

Ignore people calling names (walk away)

Walk away from somebody fighting

More activities for students

More field trips

A litter campaign

Get more play equipment

A Friday when students can bring pre-school children

(brother, sister, niece, nephew) to school

A Teacher's Day



Session 5: Tuesday, November 15

This session was a combined meeting of the 32 Leaders. We met

briefly in the library to revie4 the purpose of our trip that afternoon

to the Municipal Council of the community, and to establish expectations

for our behavior as Leaders and representatives of the school. Each

Leader received a pin indicating his position and name.

The field trip to the Council Chambers and ci'y offices was

arranged to give recognition to the Leaders and to generate a broader

sense of purpose and worth to the community. The Council had established,

during the preceding month, a war on crime in which citizens were urged

to participate actively in reducing theft, eliminating drugs, and prevent-

ing other crimes giving the community a bad reputation and poor self-

image. I had compared the community effort to that of the Leaders in

the elementary school who had adopted the goal of increasing pride, im-

proving the self-image of the school, and reducing conflict while in-

creasing brotherhood among the people. The councilman with whom arrange-

ments were made was asked to emphasize this relationship and help

give the Leaders a clear picture of specific behaviors and projects they

could provide to influence their peers and set an example the com-

munity. The local newspaper reported the trip complete with pictures of

the Leaders talking with various city officials and observing how the

wcrkers perform their tasks.

Acting like a proud school Leader was stressed before the trip

and specific descriptions of desirable behavior in the cars enroute, in

the council room, and during the tour were discussed before departure.

Six parents drove cars with about five Leaders in each. The behavior was

exemplary throughout the trip. Not a word of reprimand nor reminders of

expectations had to be given and the Leaders often appeared very shy.

It was disappointing that they did not seem to absorb the speech of

the councilman and posed few pertinent questions, but the councilman

also felt inadequate to the task and did not make clear the methods by

which the council would accomplish its goals or the relationship of the

Leadership groups to the council. More was learned during the tour when
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the Leaders were divided into small groups of about five to go with

one official or community worker through the offices.

Although much information or skill was not acquired by individual

Leaders from the trip, it was a very successful event if only from the

perspective of the great pride in their behavior and status in repre-

senting the school. I praised profusely their behavior and the perceived

success generated much more confidence and pride as Leaders. All Leaders

attended and participated successfully.

Session #6: Thursday, November 17

This session was another meeting combining both groups. All 32

Leaders met in the library, seated on chairs in a circle. The principal,

vice-principal and the community counselor, all of whom had been

"shadowed" each day by a Leader, were invited to come and hear the re-

ports of their "shadows." The purpose of the meeting was to compile a

list of problems encountered by each administrator and to generate ideas

of how the Leaders might help reduce the problems and provide help.

This session was very disappointing. I had expected a continua-

tion of the behavior and attitudes demonstrated Tuesday in the trip to

the Council. -Instead, many were late and very noisy in arriving. One-

fourth of the group talked or agitated throughout the meeting and not one

Leader demonstrated much thought or interest in the content of the

session. It was readily apparent to me that the group of 32 was an un-

manageable number and the need to control behavior and obtain attention

consumed a destructive amount of time necessary to accomplish the purpose

of the meeting adequately.

It was impossible for the Chairman to obtain and maintain atten-

tion so it was necessary for me to assume the responsibility frequently.

When Leaders who " shadowed" the principal were asked to cite problems he

faces, there were almost none and much quipping and commenting to each

other in what appeared to me to be the typical response of these children

when asked to perform a task for which the appropriate response is

uncertain or unknown to them. In such circumstances, when feeling un-

comfortable and inadequate, there is a rapid degeneration of behavior
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into peer interaction with humor or hostility as in "capping" and sar-

castic retorts. These responses persisted throughout the session,

although a few adequate observations were reported, mostly for the

principal's job.

A further disappointment was the inability of the administrators

to help the Leaders focus on their job and to help them produce the

desired outcomes. I finally invited the Leaders to ask the adminis-

trators questions, rather than provide information, and the few ques-

tions that were asked were answered by the adults with long, rambling

sermonizing or brief, "humorous" remarks--no serious direction. It

seemed very evident to me that the adults felt as inadequate to the

task as did the Leaders. (The administrators continued throughout the

year to manifest the discomfort and inability to communicate seriously

to the Leaders in order to develop in the children problem-solving be-

havior, understanding of the problems, and positive attitudes toward

the school.)
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RECORDS OF PHASE TWO MEETINGS

Session 7: Tuesday, November 22

Agenda:

1. Classes report on discussions, adding to the dittoed list

of causes of fights provided on Monday, compiling last week's

reports.

2. Summarize the information Leaders have gathered about the

school and ways it can be improved; restate the problem as

a specific goal.

3. Decide on a plan or project to accomplish the goal, to

effect change in the school.

Notes on Group IV:

Once again it was a very restless group, talkative and unable

to focus much on ideas. A lot of "casing," agitating (e.g., feet on a

neighbor's chair, grabbing papers, etc.) occurred. It was obvious

Leaders are not comfortable as Chairmen--really feel awkward and uncertain

of how to do what they have been told to do, even with the outlined

agenda in hand. (The Chairman inevitably ended up reading the agenda

very stiffly and awkwardly.)

I found out half of the group had lost or broken their Leader

pins; only eight were wearing them. I praised them for behavior on the

field trip and reinforced their positive image as a Leader. I suggested

the Chairman ask for someone to state the rules in Leadership meetings

and many school rules were offered, no one clearly stating the Leader-

ship rules of 1) listening and thinking, 2) putting things in hands on

the floor. The Chairman then called on people and posed questions as

on the outline, but the response was very poor except when I restated it.

I stated our purpose for the day as, having gathered information,

now stating the problem as a goal and deciding on a plan or project to

change the school and accomplish the goal. I briefly explained the

idea that "our behavior is based on what is rewarding to each of us."

The group explored that -oncept using as examples fights, nonwork in

class, disruptive behavior and even my personal time in the school as
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advisor. Askew if they agreed that people do that which is most reward-

ing, they did and seemed very interested in the idea.

The Chairman asked representatives from each class how they

discussed the list of causes of fights. The first boy Leader called

upon was too shy to answer and the other Leaders laughed. Two Leaders

had to be sent for--20 minutes late. The classes, except the fifth

grade, reported having held discussions. The Leaders who had not dis-

cussed also had not reminded the teacher and evidently depended upon

her to initiate the discussion. I suggested they ask for time and

carry on the discussion in small groups.

Only a couple -)f. Leaders brought the dittoed lists and no one

could recall readily additions their classes made to the list of causes.

A few finally added: 1) back-talk to the teacher, 2) taking things to

use (like an eraser), 3) profanity--bad language.

Because of the continual difficulty with responding to ques-

tions and the increasing inattentiveness, I assumed the teacher role and

asked for someone to state the general problem and goal for our group.

No one could--a few specific incidents were cited (e.g., pushing in

line, calling someone's mother a name). I contrasted general and

specific goals and gave the examples: 1) classroom behavior, 2) yard

and hall behavior, 3) fighting and bad feelings. I asked for more; none

were suggested. I explained briefly how a reward system could work for

each goal, tying in the idea of people behaving in the manner rewarding

to them. Then they voted almost unanimously for the goal of eliminating

fighting in the school.

At this point I challenged them to be models. I reinforced the

idea of rewards to help us overcome difficulties, noting change is not

easy. I asked them to recall what is rewarding about fighting and to

think about what rewards might be desirable enough to replace the old

rewards. I suggested a special reward (above the one to be given to all

students) for the Leaders, to give them extra help in being examples of

the desired behavior. I asked if it would be a good reward if those

Leaders exemplifying desirable behaviors would receive the privilege of

helping kindergarten-primary teachers as models for the younger children.
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Helping the teachers would be dependent upon reported improvement as a

Leader in class and on the yard. All in the group wanted to do that and

were eager, although a few did not respond at first. It was interesting

that most did not understand the question of "Would that privilege be

a good reward for you?" until the third time!

Since they could not come up with any other rewards meaningful

to them, I listed a few other possible ones for all students: noon or

Thursday activities, movies, sports, dances, play equipment. Still they

could think of none. I asked them to discuss it with classmates, promis-

ing a dittoed reminder.

Midway in the session, someone asked if it was true that Leaders

were changing mid-year. I explained and there was considerable negative

reaction, so I suggested they be a special group of assistant Leaders

and those helping all year could have a special field trip or shadow day

at the end of the year. Soon after this, the expectations of Leader be-

havior, especially in reference to fighting, was reaffirmed by me. One

boy persisted with "casing" (grabbing, teasing)and I asked if he was

serious about being a Leader. He replied "No," then "Yes." After more

disruption by him, I asked him to leave if he could not help us. He

got up and walked out undramatically. It seemed to have no effect on

the group.

Notes on Group V:

The group came promptly and were well behaved. I expressed great

pride in the3r efforts and confidence in their abilities. Essentially

the same outline and content as Unit IV was carried out, but with more

thoughtful and enthusiastic response. No disciplinary action by me was

necessary.

This group of Leaders almost voted to focus on a goal of improv-

ing behavior in the halls and on the yard but a second vote, cast

because only seven voted the first time, resulted in the same goal as

Unit IV--but not so unanimously. It was evident they were not sure

what was being called for in voting and what the implications might be.

The reward of being "teacher aide" was suggested only because a

Leader proposed it as an all-students' reward and I was aware they might

hear about it from other Leaders in Unit IV. The Leaders in this group
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had many more causes of fights to add to the list from their discussions

and also had lists of ideas for activities (e.g., Christmas Carnival,

Jinx Day, field trips, etc.). Their overall response to the task w-.s

superior again.
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A MEETING OF THE ADVISOR AND THE TEACHERS: November 22

The purpose of the meeting was to explain the possible reward

systems which might effect change at the school. The unit leaders

(teachers) were asked what time might be convenient for a meeting and,

because of the seasonc.1 rush, noontime was suggested. The unit leaders

assumed responsibility for notifying teachers in their respective units.

The meeting consumed 20 minutes of the noon hour. The unit

leaders had not communicated the meeting time so one teacher was absent

and three teachers were obviously very annoyed by a noon meeting. I

tried to delineate the purpose or need for a reward system but could

not get them to focus on the problem. They kept interjecting reactions

to "failures" of Leaders and the desire to punish, rather than reward.

It was very frustrating for the experimenter. The only consen.:us was

that the best time for reward activities was Thursday afternoon. Some

opinion was expressed against assemblies requiring work and against

having Friday events. One teacher advocated having banners for every

class earning one. As far as having a Christmas Carnival was concerned,

"They already have all the parties they need!"

The two fifth grade teachers felt they had enough incentives

going already. Four teachers said the Leaders must keep reminding them

to have discussions, otherwise they forget in the pressure to get work

completed. One fourth grade teacher said she would NEVER allow any

students to keep their own record of points--they would CHEAT! (Be-

sides, she already gives points adequately and has found that rewards

only need to be promised and the points are effective without ever

producing the rewards!)
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Session 8: Tuesday, November 30

Agenda:

1, Restate the goal adopted by both Leadership groups.

2. Review briefly the idea of providing rewards for desirable

behavior to help accomplish the goal.

3. Leaders list possible good rewards, derived from class dis-

cussions, and evaluate the practicality and value of each.

Choose rewards to offer.

4, Organize a clear statement of a plan to implement a reward

system to be explained to teachers in an after-school

meeting and, if approved, to classes.

Notes on Group IV:

The Chairman was late because she had to return to her room and

hunt for her list to report on rewards. I reviewed the purpose of the

meeting with the teachers that afternoon and urged them to do their best

thinking to prepare a plan to be presented to the teachers. I asked for

a restatement of the goal: To have fewer fights and unkind words. Only

one Leader saw it written on the blazkboard and read it from there.

Many seemed to have been aware of the main idea of the goal but were

afraid to try to state it.

When asked to report rewards suggested by the classes, only

one fourth grade class had conducted a discussion and the vast majority

voted for swimming as a reward. The idea of the reward being feasible

for 260 students to obtain was introduced by me, and I stressed that we

wanted all to be able to earn it, therefore the reward should not be

limited by cost or inaccessability.

The Leaders were asked to build a list of their ideas, but only

prod4ed two ideas--cooking and a talent show. I suggested more pos-

sibilities. Swimming and skating were wanted most and I explained again

the impossibility of rewarding 260 students that way each week. They

reluctantly agreed. The final list and number of votes recorded:

dancing --1
feature movies--3
sports, extra p.e,--1S

talent show--8
arts and crafts - -7

cooking--12 (with a cake walk!)
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The group decided to have swimming and skating as special rewards over

a longer period of time.

I showed the Leaders a method of record-keeping for villich I had

drawn a sample of the record chart on the blackboard. I explained how

each student would keep his own record, tallying at the end of the day

and week. Leaders would collect and check the charts and give tickets

for the reward to those in the class earning the privilege. During the

discussion, behavior was very chaotic with a lot of competition to

assert own opinions and a lot of general hyperactivity. I had to resort

to negative controls a number of times because of the lack of attention

to each other and the noise, which prevented any accomplishment. Posi-

tive controls failed to gain a response. It was very difficult to hold

their attention so they could hear and understand the questions. Most

Leaders never did vote for three rewards, as instructed. A vote had to

be taken three tim-s and still was incomplete. Questions were repeatedly

asked and insufficient attention was given to answers, so many never did

appear to understand what the plan was all about. The acute lack of

developed reasoning and problem-solving skills was very evident.

Three Leaders were eager to go to work in the cafeteria, a

rotating opportunity in the intermediate classes. I excused them late

and they had been replaced. They returned grumbling and very mad--re-

fusing to participate and just sitting through the meeting looking mad

and glum. The group became extremely noisy and had to be excused before

I felt they understood the procedures for the meeting with the teachers.

The boy who walked out in the previous session offered to explain the

plan to the teachers and I agreed to let him.

Notes on Group V:

The group was more restless than in the previous meetings. One

class' Leaders didn't come until called a second time at the end of the

meeting; "The teacher forgot they had been called the first time!" The

Chairman, a quiet girl in the fourth grade, had difficulty collecting

Leaders. Part of the difficulty was the physical education program

going on at that time.

The agenda was accomplished much more smoothly and effectively
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than in Unit IV, but the response was less positive than usual. The

outstanding boy Leader who had provided such leadership for the Leaders

was absent. The Leaders did report additional rewards discovered

through class discussions or interviews and seemed to understand the

concept of a reward system better than the other group.
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MEMO TO INTERMEDIATE TEPCHERS AND CLASS LEADERS: November 29, 1971

Below are the results of the group votes for leadership projects.

Both groups of leaders chose the following goal: TO REDUCE LAD FEELINGS

AND FIGHTING at this school.

Leaders and other students have listed many behaviors causing

fights and bad feelings. To be simple, we will say the behaviors NOT

WANTED include:

any behavior to get another person to fight (examples--touching,
pushing, taking things, teasing, agitating. . . .)

any behavior making another person feel bad or sad (examples-
casing or capping, put downs, talking about family members,
name-calling, . . .)

Beca7e we behave in the ways most rewarding to each of us, we want to

make it more rewarding for individuals not to fight than to fight.

Assignment to Leaders:

MONDAY, after telling the class the goal the Leaders have set,

discuss with the help of your teacher what would be a meaningful reward

to help us try hard to end fighting and unkindness at school.

Don't worry about discussing how individuals would be given

rewards--just have individuals tell what would mean a lot to them, what

each would work to earn. Make a list of the ideas. They will be dis-

cussed between the teachers and Leaders in a special meeting Tuesday

after school.

Some ides are:

1. Special assemblies (presented by outside people)

2. Organized games at noon (high school students leading them)

3. Thursday afternoon special events -- movies?
making Christmas decorations?
arts and crafts?

4. Extra P.E. time

You may discuss the above ideas and add more.

MAKE A LIST of good rewards. Take a vote, each person voting for

one. Put the total number of votes in your class by each idea on your

list. Bring the list to the Tuesday meeting.
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RECORD KEEPING FOR THE REWARD SYSTEM

1. Every child has a card to be kept in his desk.

2. After roll is taken, etc., in the morning, the desired be-

haviors earning points should be restated by the students under teacher

direction. This should include the goal: TO REDUCE FIGHTING AND BAD

FEELINGS.

At 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, and 3:00 the teacher

or a Leader should say:

"THINK about what you have done in the time since you last

marked your card. Have you contributed to any kind of fighting? If

you 'nave not, put a mark (1) in the box (show where).

If you have not said anything that made someone mad or sad, put

a mark (1) in the next box.

Tf you prevented a fight by controlling your own feelings and

behavior, put a mark in the third box (Prevention).

If you have obeyed classroom rules, listened and worked quietly

and well, put a mark in the box for Building."

3. Select a team of four top "citizens" each week to be an

"appeals board"; if someone is suspected of cheating, he must defend his

record and the team votes whether or not to grant him the record. This

team should be rotating to prevent too much pressure on team members.

4. There will be bonus super-rewards for the class with the

best records each month and special rewards for the students earning

the most points during the same period.
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MY GOOD CITIZEN RECORD

Name: Date Started:

NO FIGHTS
NO UNKIND
WORDS

PREVENTION BUILDING

3:00 yesterday
to 9:00 today

ri

9:00 to 10:00

10:00 to 11:00

11:00 to 12:00

1:00 to 2:00

2:00 to 3:00

TOTAL
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AN :TTER-SCHOOL MEETING OF LEADERS WITH TEACHERS: November 30

Three teachers were very prompt and very supportive throughout

the meeting, complimenting the Leaders on their work. One teacher came

late and was called out by the office; the only man came just before we

started and participated some; one teacher arrived early but spent the

time in a parent conference called unexpectedly; another teacher forgot

and seemed to feel badly to let down her Leaders. One teacher never

came because of another meeting scheduled. Twenty-one Leaders came.

(I re-explained all to the teachers not present and two seemed enthused

and had many ideas.)

The male Leader who offered to explain the Good Citizen plan

arrived very sad and withdrawn, asking me to explain it for him. Try-

ing to reduce anxieties (the children were very tense and anxious to

leave--most annoyed with waiting on latecomers, as were the prompt

teachers), I clearly and briefly described the main points:

1. The goal of the Leadership groups. (I asked the Leaders to

state it. One said, "To be a shadow again!" Finally, a

fourth grade girl approximated it and I restated it.)

2. Explained the principle that behavior persists that is

rewarding.

3. Named the tol rewards voted by Leaders in each unit.

4. Showed a samp.e chart for individual record-keeping and

explained it_ use.

Two teachers stressed the need to include all 24 hours or stu-

dents would delay fights until on the way home; asked if they agreed,

the Leaders affirmed the prediction. The group voted unanimously to

try the reward system. When I asked if they would like to discuss the

ideas in small groups, the two teachers previously recommending 24-hour

monitoring of behavior said they were ready to vote and all agreed. The

vote was unanimously in favor of the plan and the meeting was adjourned.
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December 2, 1971

TO ALL INTERMEDIATE CLASSES:

1. Teacher and leaders explain the reward system as planned

on Tuesday.

2. Call for a class vote as to whether your class should par-

ticipate in the reward system. (Note: this is tentative

for 2 weeks)

WE WILL PARTICIPATE

WE WILL NOT PARTICIPATE

3. Vote on rewards if your class will be participating. Each

. student may vote for every reward that he would like to earn

at _some time. Record the total number of votes for each

reward below.

dancing crafts of various kinds

games art activities

sports drama (plays, puppet shows)

cooking

4. Any special questions or comments for the Leadership group

to consider?

If your class is going to participate, record cards (one per student)

will be in the teacher's box before class begins tomorrow.

LEADERS BRING THIS SHEET WITH VOTES RECORDED TO THE LEADERSHIP MEETING

TODAY AT 2:15 (both groups together in the library).
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December 2, 1971
To: INTERMEDIATE TEACHERS
From: Joanne

Please vote and return to me with your Leader's class vote this

afternoon at the leadership meetings.

1. Whenl,'should the rewards be given?

Thursday 2:00-3:00

Wednesday 2:00-3:00

Friday 11:00-12:00

other time?

(Suggestion:

2. To have earned the reward, the child must have a total of . . .

60% 70% 80% of the total number of points

possible in a week.

3. I would be willing to provide a reward activity: YES NO

dancing crafts

games arts

sports drama (plays, puppet show)

cooking other???

4. I would be willing to supervise a study hall fir those not earning

the reward.

YES NO

NOTES: 1) Leaders will work on solving any problems in the meetings

next Tuesday and subsequently.

2) Leaders may earn the reward of helping in a primary classroom.

Seven teachers have responded for regular help. If interested, list the

names of those Leaders:

I will be available after school for questions and comments or discussion.

Signed:



Session 9: Thursday, December 2

Agenda: Combined meeting of the two Leadership groups (of necessity).

1. Determine which classes will participate in the reward system.

2. Tally the class votes on rewards to offer.

3. Instruct the Leaders in how to implement the plan; go over

the procedures on a ditto to be used as a reminder and

reference.

4. Check on who has arranged with their teacher to help in a

primary classroom or the kindergarten.

Notes:

Notice of the meeting time and place had been given on a dittoed

memo to teachers along with the ballots for class voting for rewards. A

sixth grade boy had been asked by me at noon to be Chairman; he seemed

eager but did not remember and did not collect the Leaders. By 2:25

(10 minutes late), only a few were present--four girls. I sent one to

the office to have the classes reminded through the intercom. 'kfter the

meeting was over, I discovered this had never been done due to confusion

over disciplinary action occurring in the office when the girl asked.

As a result, the Leaders never showed from two sixth grades and one fifth

grade. The two sixth grade teachers were under the impression the

meeting was to be after school!

One fourth grade represented had no record of voting but reported,

as one of the Leaders remembered (some said it was fabricated). One

fourth grade teacher hadn't had the class vote so she did so after

recess and the Leaders came late.

It was a very frustrating meeting. The Chairman never came, so

I acted as Chairman, fin-Ay beginning with 60 percent attendance at

2:30. In a very structured way, I called for votes from each class

represented on the reward activities desired. After tallying the results,

I used a sample of the chart I had had printed and the dittoed instruc-

tion sheet to explain exactly how to record the points. I had them

orally answer questions about it to be sure they could explain it.
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I received the feeling that the Leaders were very indifferent

to the whole thing and were restless--many anxious to leave. As it

turned out, there had been a "huge fight" during the preceding recess

and they were all charged up over it; one Leader was in the office.

One fourth grade boy made a good report of his class voting. It

was the only appropriate report. I ended the meeting at 2:55 and all

eagerly left.

(After school there was supposed to be a unit meeting of teachers

and I was to answer any questions about the reward plan. Only three

arrived on time and they began by asking me if the meeting was neces-

sary. Technically it was not my meeting, so they voted to adjourn.)

Votes reported for reward activities:

dancing--39

games--31

sports--69

cooking--92

craft s -42

arts--79

drama--91

Results. 1. Drama (talent show)

2. Cooking

3. Sports

4. Arts and crafts

Monday, December 6

As I arrived before school, I was greeted by two teachers with

great anxieties about presenting the reward plan to their classes. I

offered to explain it to any classes and get them started with the first

marking. All but one teacher (who coldly said she had already explained

everything and had indicated her class would participate but she would

help in no way) reqrested that I present the plan. Consequently, I

made about a ten-minute presentation to each class in which I:

1. reviewed the goals adopted by the Leaders based on information

they had gathered;

2. gave the reason for rewards, noting that learning new con-
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trol and habits of behavior is not easy;

3. explained the use of the chart by each individual and the

idea of tallying points; practiced marking it for the

9:00 period;

4. explained the following:

reward activities selected;

the minimum total of points needed to earn a reward;

The different colors of tickets representing
different activities; the number available being
the number of students which can be handled for
that activity;

bonuses for the very highest in each class;

students will be allowed to select tickets in
order of highest to lowest number of points;

bonus super-reward for the class with the highest
average point total;

Good Citizen Committee of four Leaders (plus teacher)
to check the totals and accuracy--if detect obvious
cheating, eliminate card for that week.

The classes all responded very well, listened carefully to me.

One fourth grade class was difficult to get under control to listen,

but otherwise I was impressed by. the calm, serious response. Only one

teacher had already given out the cards and was trying to record 9:00

when I came in the room. She was confused about the points. It was

evident the teachers had not read the information ditto or had not re-

tained its content, without exception.

Session 11: T1 lay, December 7

Agenda:

1. Reports as to effectiveness of the monitoring of behavior.

2. Preparations for reward activities, tallying points.

Notes on Group IV:

The fourth grade boy who was in line to be Chairman did not want

to be it, so a girl in his class replaced him. There was a great problem

again in arriving. The Chairman did not call on each class. All but one
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class came right at 11:00 but I asked them to come back at 11:10 be-

cause one teacher would not excuse her Leaders until after math drill.

Most had to be recalled.

The boy who was supposed to be Chairman was very negative in

his attitude and unwilling to think about anything. He and another boy,

who kept writing notes, kept disrupting in some way--along with two

other boys who were tussling.

No real problems with keeping individual records were reported.

I explained how the Good Citizen Committee would work. The Negative

boy began to be very upset when I figured on the board 118 out of 196

points possible would be needed to earn a ticket--it seemed to sound

impossibJe to him. I tried to explain how attainable it was by breaking

it down' again into four out of seven possible points for each behavior

each day.

The rest of the time was consumed by explaining how the reward

activities and dispersion of tickets would be carried out. I gave each

class a ditto for the teacher to fill out suggesting a time for the

activity and what she would be willing to do. I excused them at 11:45

because they were not participating constructively. I suggested we

might not meet so often or disband in Unit IV after Christmas if they

did not want to settle down. It seemed obvious to me that some more

concrete activity simple enough that they could feel successful was

needed. I asked them to think of bonus rewards and to find parents

interested in helping with the reward activities. One Leader responded

immediately, "Forget it!"

Group V wars cancelled due to a sudden opportunity for a special

assembly.

Personal Notes of the Advisor made December 7:

The incentive plan began yesterday. Reactions expressed by

teachers to me have been: 1) "Kids love it! It ended a fight Tuesday

morning!" 2) I'm not sure about this reward program--my kids are just

marking straight across with no thought." 3) "If it doesn't work now,

try again after Christmas--nothing works the two weeks before Christmas."
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4) "It interrupts too much to mark every hour so they record only at

noon and at dismissal at 3:00--they just have to remember."

A classroom observer noted that one teacher immediately turned

it into a negative reinforcer, listing on the board those who could rot

give themselves points next time.

Thoughts:

The kids are really high--all impulsive, excited, non-concen-

trating behavior. The teacher morale reflects tension and exhaustion.

The need to re-evaluate is obvious: this is a critical point.

1. Unit 4, if not S also, need new direction in Leadership

roles.

/2. Unit 4 cannot deal successfully with widespread tasks or

more abstract thinking and heavy responsibility. They fear

failure.

3 If. the incentive plan fails, which it very well may, the

Leaders will tend to feel personal failure since it emerged

from them.

4 No one, not teacher or Leaders, can deal with the complex-

ities of the reward activities and tickets.

The Leaders don't understand what planning is needed for the

activities they want and the teachers expect me to provide them. The

teachers also expect the incentive plan to fail in great measure;

especially expect dishonesty. One Leader (of unit 4 teachers) refused

to have anything to do with the reward activities and when I asked who

would do it she retorted that she didn't care but to forget the whole

idea if teachers had to do it. That left only six of the eight teachers

half-willing to do something; only three actually signed to plan an

activity.

Session 11: Thursday, December 9

This session was a combined meeting in the library at 11:00 for

the express purpose of getting progress reports on the reward system

and to begin to think about pDssible new group projects in January_

A sixth grade girl was Chairman. It was 11:30 before all Leaders

were present; they arrived sporadically during the half hour. The
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Chairman was eager to start but the group was so wild that I asked to

go over the purpose of the meeting first:

1) How the record-keeping for the reward plan is working?

2) What new group projects might we take on in January?

I ,-xplained that if the reward system fails to work this time, it does

not reflect on the Leaders necessarily. It takes a lot to get such a

plan to work and all the classes may not be ready. I noted that I had

run into difficulties getting teachers to have the reward activities

and suggested how they might help create teacher interest and support

by demonstrating their effort and helping.

One boy was very disruptive--said he did not like to come to

the meetings and when I asked why not, he did not know.

The Chairman called for a report from each class. After each

person had an opportunity to report, I called for a vote on two ques-

tions:

1) Are the kids in your class keeping an honest record, under-

standing what it means? (Three classes reported they were

not.)

2) Should we stop the reward system until later when we can

do better? (7 voted yes; 21) voted no.)

I then asked how many wanted to continue the Leadership groups (in

response to the evident negativism and/or lack of concern) and all wanted

to continue except the Leaders from one fourth grade who did finally

drop participation in the Program after the holidays.

I explained that it is largely up to the teachers who will

have their vote this afternoon as to whether we can carry out the reward

plan now. I urged the Leaders to work on being responsible Leaders if

they really wanted to continue.

It was always a problem to hold attention long on such a session

involving reasoning or discussion. The group had become progressively

more disruptive as individuals reported. I had to take a strong stand

restating my confidence in their ability, why they were chosen, how

options of what they do are dependent upon their behavior.

Next we considered alternatives. I asked them to listen to

descriptions of possible projects and raise their hand if interested in
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each as described: 1) an aide to kindergarten-primary classrooms--24;

2) a monitor in halls, cafeteria and/or yard--6; 3) an office helper

to work with supplies, helping where needed--17; 4) organize school

activities for after school or noon--1. Two leaders expressed no in-

terest in any alternatives; three were absent.

We adjourned.

A MEETING OF THE ADVISOR WITH TEACHERS: December 9

All eight teachers were present initially although two left

before the discussion was finished. I asked them to vote on:

1. Which alternative would they choose regarding the reward

system--stop it until January, continue as practice, con-

tinue individually by classes, continue as planned;

Whether they approve of breaking down Leadership groups

into task forces in January.

A sixth grade teacher initiated a strong stand for stopping the

reward plan until after Christmas and working on her class discrim-

inating behaviors more accurately. At first the trend of opinion seemed

to be for each class to set their own goals. Then a teacher stated

that the reward would be greats if the teachers traded off and the

children chose activities with teachers of their choice. The trend

shifted again. Three teachers had not spoken, so the advisor asked for

their opinion!. Those three felt strongly that the teachers should

keep their Trcuise and follow through. (They were three of the four

Black teacheTs.) After much discussion, and after two teachers left,

it was decided to follow through even if inaccurately and, at my sug-

gestion, provide a feature movie as reward. This activity would elim-

inate the addition of another pressure to the teachers already perceiving

themselves as Dyer burdened. All agreed, but the teacher who originally

wanted the reward plan cancelled was not at all happy. All seemed

willing to go along with the "task force" structure in January.

It seemed very evident to me that the teachers were unable to

plan rewarding activities at this time; all were disgruntled about

having to do it, even if they thought they should do it. I felt the

Leadership Program was in danger of losing teacher support altogether
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and that there was a good chance that the activities would not be re-

warding if scowling teachers were doing it half-heartedly and with

minimal effort. Th- correctness of that decision to suggest a movie

will never be known, but it may have been a big mistake. The students

seemed very disappointed, especially the Leaders, and some of the more

Negative ones complained about the movie, refused to come, or walked

out of it. About two-thirds of the students watched the colored film,

"Brighty of the Grand Canyon," which is a full-length theatre movie.

My observation, however, was that the students felt let down again- -

"always promises in school but never real pay-offs of what we want,

even if given the choice, unless it matches what the teachers want!"

It may have been a very detrimentai decision.
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RECORDS OF PHASE THREE MEETINGS

Session 13: Tuesday, January 4

Perceiving the need for a rejuvenating second beginning, there

was no agenda per se and.no Chairman for this and subsequent sessions.

The eff.>rt to help the Leaders feel like they were in control of their

meetings through appointing a Chairman each session had not seemed ef-

fective; in fact it seemingly had contributed to a sense of inadequacy

or failure and increased tension and anxiety for the Chairman of the Day.

The moods and subsequent abilities of the Leaders to work together on

a task were so variable that I determined it probably would be more

effective if I planned objectives for each meeting but did not post an

agenda. That way I could interact more spontaneously and flexibly with

the Leaders according to need that day. I even collected the Leaders

for a few sessions to help improve promptness and attitude upon arrival

in the meeting room--now the small counselor's office near the class-

rooms.

Notes on Group IV:

The Leaders of one fourth grade class were very reluctant to

come when I called for them. The teacher (the one who had refused to

cooperate just before the holidays) had told me she was surprised to

overhear the Leaders saying that they sure hoped they wouldn't have to

go to those "crummy Leadership group meetings." She had considered her

Leaders to be interested in the program and did not think they reflected

her negativism!

A fifth grade boy (classified as Positive by the teacher but

frequently disruptive to the meetings) was agitating everyone, especially

the sixth grade girls. It was very difficult getting any attention with

two boys continually chiding and retorting. I decided to put aside my

plans and let them evaluate--state what they have liked and air their

dislikes. Not one Leader had a positive comment, except one fourth

grade girl who said she liked everything. Asked what they dislike,

there were few comments. One of the two disrupters retorted for others

who, in turn, reacted as he wanted. The other disrupter complained of
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no action--"We never do anything, just talk--the only action has been

one field trip!" Another girl (Negative sixth grader) also said more

action was needed. I responded that I agreed and had some suggestions

but any activity required planning and Leadership behavior. The fourth

grade boy wanted a skating party, and several other parties were sug-

gested. I explained the purpose of the Leadership groups is scot to

provide parties alone but to lead--a serious responsibility first. I

told them they ARE leaders--able to get people to do things. The ques-

tion is what kind of a Leader--good or bad--that each wants to be.

I explained that I want to work with Leaders who want to become

better Leaders and to serve the school, helping it become a better

school. I wanted kids willing to be serious and put forth effort. I

asked who was interested in continuing on that basis. The three Leaders

who had not wanted to come to the meeting said they did not choose

to continue and left very loudly, mocking and insulting those remaining.

The other disrupting boy left before the session was ended when I gave

him the choice of quieting down or leaving--he could not be challenged

without rising above it. (He returned to the next session, however.)

Another boy who had been a major disrupter wEs not there that day--he

came by only to say he was working in the cafeteria. He dropped out

within a few sessions.

With those five Negative Leaders gone, I restated the expecta-

tions I held for the group and again reaffirmed my confidence in their

ability. I explained the idea of a chart each to keep to earn out-

of-class time helping in the school. Then I asked each what fley would

like to do to serve the school during the free time earned. I let each

name the adult with whom he would like to work. I said I would get a

reaction from the teachers, and Thursday we would get ready to carry

out our service.

Notes on Group V:

The group came in quietly, were attentive and very responsive.

They immediately could tell WHAT makes a good Leader and related it to

the school. They responded well to the idea of contracting to serve

the school. No feelings of defeat were expressed regarding the reward
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system tried--they accepted my evaluation and suggestion that we demon-

strate the behavior first. My objectives for the session were easily

accomplished. They seemed to agree that the reward system tried was

too complicated and wouldn't work. We decided to begin with US, as

Leaders, to improve our behavior and provide examples.

Objectives of the session 'lad been:

1. to develop the concept of "Leader" with specific behaviors

expected.

2. to evaluate efforts to date, especially the reward system.

3. to consider an alternative: Leaders focus on demonstrating

their ability, serving as models.

I presented again the idea that all participating in the groups are

Leaders--ones who are "able to lead others along a way." I helped them

contrast good and bad "ways." I suggested that a Leader is good if he

helps the group he is leading to:

1. set goals (we cited ours)

2. move toward the goals (we evaluated the direction of our

movement)

3. build a good group feeling where they help each other

4. find ways to solve their "problems."

We enumerated together the specific behaviors needed to be a good Leader

in the school, and planned to monitor our own behavior.

Session 14: Thursday, January 6

Objectives:

1. To review the idea of the service activity:

a. to prove to your teacher you can be a good example of

what a good citizen should be and complete your work;

b. to practice for yourself--better self-control can be

developed with incentives and record-keeping to help;

c. to demonstrate your ability for good citizenship to

younger children, to be a model of how children learn

and become responsible.
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2. To clarify what specific behaviors are expected when helping

in classrooms--where to work with a child and how to help

him, when.

3. To make clear the procedure and to give out records for the

week:

a. make a contract with the teacher; gain teacher approval

of your arrangement

b. earn the points, keeping a record--bonuses for accuracy

and extra effort

c. submit the total at 3:00 each day for teacher approval,

initialing

d. must have your record initialed to help and must have

the teacher you're helping sign afterward

e. each day a new start

f. take the record home after the fifth day for your parents

to see and sign; then return it to me at meeting time.

4. List with the Leaders those behaviors causing problems for

Leaders in class or on the school grounds.

S. Plan to bring ideas for a field trip to the meeting Tuesday,

and to be ready to role-play helping in the classroom.

Notes on Group IV:

The disruptive fifth grader who left early on Tuesday came back

because the teacher sent him, saying she knew he was capable of being a

good Leader. (She had classified him as Positive.) The sixth grade boy

who had been vacillating in attitude came also. Four boys from the

fifth and sixth grade classes plus one sixth grade girl talked incessantly

throughout the meeting. They did not listen carefully, yet kept saying

they would like to stay in and try--often seeming reluctant to -par-

ticipate until they thought I would ask them to leave. I kept them

after excusing the others to clarify expected behaviors and get a re-

commitment from each. All wanted to try but their behavior really failed

to show understanding and ability to behave as desired.

During the period I was only able to accomplish reviewing the

idea behind the new plan--what a Leader is, does, and how he helps a

group by setting goals and moving the group toward the goals--and how
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the new plan will work. It was obvious many did not grasp how to keep

the record, so we did a sample on the board. After clarifying the pro-

cedures, I asked them what behaviors should be modelled by Leaders

while "helping" and in their own classroom. Little serious response

was given so the advisor ended up telling more than was desired by her.

Specific examples of poor behaviors (gum chewing, playing with toys,

talking out, "capping," interrupting) during the Leadership sessions

were cited.

Notes on Group V:

One sixth grade teacher would not excuse her Leaders from a

class activity to come to the Leadership meeting and one sixth grade

boy remained in a soccer game rather than coming to the meeting. The

objectives of the session were smoothly accomplished with those present,

but the sixth graders indicated that the teachers were very reluctant

to let them be excused from class. They seemed to see no way of

satisfying teacher expectations enough to be able to help in a class-

room each day.

SESSIONS 15-17 were devoted to progress reports on efforts to be models,

checking charts of recorded points and service activities. A limited

number of role playing situations involving helping in classrooms were

enacted and discussed. Leaders were presented with requests from teachers

for help with "two major problems": 1) lining up after recess, 2)

helping kids understand alternative ways of handling situations leading

to fights. The advisor proposed alternative plans for monitoring lining

up, applying the Good Citizen Reward system. The possibility of video-

taping "problem situations" with alternative outcomes was presented also

for consideration.

MODIFICATION OF PLANS:

Because of the rather consistent success of the afternoon group

contrasted with the continuous difficulties sustaining interest and model

behavior in the morning group of Leaders, it seemed advisable to re-

distribute the Leaders. After Session 17, Leaders met as follows:
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1) Monday noon meetings.

Leaders were excused to get their lunches early and come to

the Resource Room where all 32 Leaders ate together. After eating they

listened to reports from individuals helping in classrooms and from

the Monitors, and to reports on class projects to help improve the

school. The "business" meeting was brief--usually about 20 minutes.

Leaders were encouraged to raise problems, propose projects

and to report any improvements observed. The noontime dances very suc-

cessfully evolved out of these sessions, contributing one of the biggest

successes of the Leadership Program.

2) Brief meetings (about 30 minutes) with task forces. Each

Leader participated in one of the following ways:

1--Monitor Group 2--Videotaping Group 3--Noon Dances

4--Helpers in Classrooms
and on school grounds

5-- Individual Self-improvement
plan--goals and record-keeping
indicating progress.

Session 18: Thursday, January 20

Monitor Group

This group was comprised of eight Leaders, four girls and four

boys, who volunteered (not including two boys who dropped out after two

meetings to become classroom helpers).

Agenda:

1. Define the problem: what change is desired in terms of

specific behaviors?

2. Determine how to judge the students lining up--1) as a team,

2) one Leader monitoring each class, or 3) other?

3. Consider procedures in detail.

4. Plan to approach teachers with details of the plan, and then

to inform classes.

Notes:

The Leaders worked very seriously, consistently and constructively

making decisions and preparing to implement the plan. They defined the

exact behavior wanted, chose to monitor the behavior after morning and
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noon recesses, requested a warning bell from the principal, and then

considered rewards. It was a very successful meeting in terms of be-

havior, attitudes and productivity.

Helper Group:

About 20 Leaders should have attended the meeting to report on

working in classrooms, show me their charts, and consider videotaping.

The meeting was essentially nonexistent because six did not come, four

were very late due to physical education activity, and others were rest-

less. I ended up talking to individuals and small groups about their

progress and problems. It virtually was a lost meeting.

Session 19: Tuesday, January 25

Monitor Group

Agenda:

1. Vote on field trips

2. Plan materials needed, consider making them and establish-

ing procedures.

Notes:

It was a rainy day before a holiday; nine were present. The

counselor's office, which had been reserved for us two days a week was

occupied when we arrived. We prepared to use the computer back room

instead but the computer building was closed because the supervisors

were ill and no key was available. We finally gained entrance via the

back door with the help of the principal, but there were no chairs in

the room. We quickly improvised with chairs from computer terminals

drawn into a circle.

The group voted six to three to go to San -rancisco instead of

skating.

I asked what the purpose cf monitoring lining up was and they

readily supplied the criteria: promptly lining up, no capping, no

fighting. I told them the reasons given to me for not having a warning

bell. They seemed disappointed but accepted the idea of making a flag

to give a warning signal instead.

The group responded well as I led them (with strong direction)
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through planning materials needed, considering how to make them, and

setting procedures. They seemed weak on initiative, not seeing needs

and alternatives, but suggested making things on the holiday the fol-

lowing day rather than during meeting time on Thursday. The group

seemed eager to start monitoring.

Aside from one Negative sixth grade boy's antics and early de-

parture, and his comrade's decision to leave early at 11:30, it was a

very constructive session.
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Session 19, Videotape Group:

Sixteen were present after being collected by me. They arranged

the desks in room 13 in a circle. One of the Leaders previously disrup-

tiveto sessions arranged most of the furniture and went to get the Leaders

from one class for me. He went to the wrong room, bringing back the

Leaders who had previously stomped out, quitting, some weeks before. The

boy then fussed over a chair with another Leader and finally sat in the

center of the circle and proceeded to demand peer attention by initiating

"capping" conversations throughout the session. He appeared to regard

it as a sport to maintain control of me and his peers yet stay in the

group, not being sent back to class.

The choices for field trips were explained. The vote resulted in

five votes for an all day trip to the San Francisco zoo and 11 for a

skating party.

The school had been "extremely wild" all day. Besides being

rainy, there had been a teenage gang ottack through the halls of the

school. Considering reports received from teachers, they responded well

to my control techniques.

After a relatively brief discussion of the idea of videotaping

problem situations ani alternative ways of handling them, the Leaders

were allowed to form working groups with the instruction that each group

select a problem to develop into a "skit" on Thursday. We planned to

practice in the multi-purpose room. They still seemed vague on the

idea, so I gave extensive examples.

Session 20: Thursday, January 27

Monitor Group:

The girls had made armbands for the Monitors and paper pennants

for daily class winners. I shared printed "Good Citizen" tickets with

them, and showed them copies of procedures I suggested as the result of

their previous meeting. We went through the procedures step by step

and they were enthused and full of questions and ideas. We practiced;

the girls walked through the procedures first and then the boys. They

decided to work in a team of boys and a team of girls. The boys agreed

to take the sixth grade wing, anticipating difficulty with some boys.
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We planned to inform classes and start Monday morning.

Informed of the difference between the two groups voting on a

field trip, the group took another vote and all voted to go to the zoo

in San Francisco.

Videotape Group:

I presented the problem of the split vote between skating and

the zoo. A revote got a unanimous vote for the zoo trip, so we set it

for February 9.

I quickly explained the steps in planning the dramatization(pre-

pared on a ditto for their referral). The group was restless, not very

attentive. Then I split them into groups and they practiced in corners

of the multi-use room--loudly and somewhat raucously, but productively.

GETTING READY TO M. KE A FILM

STEPS:

1. CHOOSE A "PROBLEM SITUATION."

Think of the details: WHO is doing WHAT to WHOM -- WHERE?

Plan to show how it built up and happened.

Examples: two boys fighting over a ball;
two girls shoving in line;
a girl and a boy capping and quarreling.

2. LIST YOUR ROLES.

Will you have a narrator? Who?

Who will be the initiator? (Starts trouble)

Who will be the reactor? (reacts to initiator)

Who will be an intervener? (one or more--can be a teacher,
parent, aide, principal, or another kid....)

3. THINK OF TWO OTHER WAYS the reactor could have acted so the

"problem situation" would not have happened. Plan out your

story three ways: 1) bad outcomes
2) better outcomes
3) better or good outcomes

4. PRACTICE ACTING OUT THE STORY THE THREE WAYS.
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Sessions 21-24 Summarized:

During the next four sessions, the Leaders met for brief meetings

to actively carry out their plans. The monitors evaluated day by day and

I was present all the time the first weeks to reinforce them and help them

cope with problems encountered (e.g., peer hostility over rating, teacher

criticism of judgment, etc.). The first week of monitoring, the Leaders

frequently forgot their responsibilities and were inconsistent in per-

forming their duties. However, after the learning and mastery stages

were past, they were highly dependab!e and very competent. Going around

to the classes to explain procedlires was a most valuable experience be-

cause it was obvious how inadequate these seemingly bold Leaders feel

in such a situa,ion. During the course of making announcements, several

individuals changed markedly in their manner of confidence and ability to

be effective in the task; initially shy and afraid to speak to a class,

they became able to explain the procedure comfortably. The monitors

also showed great growth during the month in reliability, more positivism,

and social maturity.

The videotape groups never did plan theit skits but rather worked

them through actively and then spontaneously did them for the taping

session. It was interesting in this group also to observe the notice-

able sense of inadequacy for the task and the lack of awareness of how

to make a logical, clear presentation. The skits videotaped were not

really effective for classroom use as planned but the Leaders never

seemed to notice; they were pleased with their experience and the results

with the Leaders in terms of confidence, improved skills for group co-

operative work, and iidividual pride as a Leader were accomplished.

I became very ill for two weeks and the first field trip had to

be postponed. They eventually did go on both trips during the first two

weeks of March--one to a food factory and one to a zoo. On both trips

the behavior was absolutely exemplary. The trips were totally delight-

ful for all.
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Concluding Comments

After reading the records of the first semester of the pilot pro -

grain, it may be worthwhile to review the first two parts of the manual

again--especially the statements on pages 62 and 63. The fact that the

Leadership Program is a process of continual problem-solving for the

Advisor and students should be clearer now. And, the vital need for

competent teacher support should be obvious.

Perhaps the greatest value of the anecdotal records is their

demonstration that the Leadership Program achieved significant success

even when teacher support was minimal and the skills of both teacher

and students were undeveloped for such a program. The second semester,

which was not reported in this manual, was much more easily organized

and its operation was smoother. The smaller task forces remained the

structure of the program and the Leaders experienced no significant

"failures" as they did in the fall term. The teachers did resist meet-

ings during class time so the general meeting was held during lunch

recess on Mondays. Because of considerable reluctance regarding active

teacher participation, the Leaders designed projects and activities to

function independent of teacher assistance. The Advisor continued

weekly meetings with the teachers most of the year.

The students in the intermediate grades remained excited about

the Leadership Program all year and the position of Leader remained one

of high social status and privilege. The Program achieved its goals

of reduced fighting and unkind words but the school climate did not

sustain positive changes. Although the environmert of the school was

markedly improved in Spring, compared with the previous years, tension

and conflict was increasing between students and teachers in many class-

rooms The administration returnd to use of corporal punishment for

discipline and general dissatisfaction among the adults affected the

feelings of the students about their school.

The students voted to continue the Leadership Program the fol-

lowing year, but no adult in the school was willing to be the Advisor

to the Council. It appeared that with continued effort the school
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climate for learning could have been permanently improved. The Stanford

staff who assisted the school personnel, including the Advisor who initi-

ated the program for them, concluded in their final evaluation of the

Leadership Program that all of the goals would have been attained if the

expected teacher-administrator support had been provided.

Under the existing conditions in the school, the Leadership

Program was most effective in helping individual students. The social

leaders who had become negative in school often showed radical changes

in attitude and classroom behavior while participating in the Leadership

Council. Although attitudes toward their teacher and school work often

did not improve, the general feeling about school and relationships with

peers did become more poSitive. Once they experienced success in con-

structive leadership projects, the students usually tried to maintain

that image and exercised better self-control. Where teachers gave them

opportunities to continue responsible leaderAip in the classroom, the

changes were sustained.

If a school staff is firmly committed to the goal of improving

the school climate, the Leadership Program is a valuable tool. The

teachers and administrators must be willing to work hard at the tasks

of self-monitoring and changing personal habits of thinking or acting.

In a cooperative search for ways to create a more harmonious and pro-
.

ductive.school environment, teachers and pupils will be richly rewarded

with the by-products of personal growth and skills.

Suggested Readings

Below is a list of a few books which may be helpful to teachers.

Each of the suggested readings expands upon a concept or skill more

briefly described in Part II. All the books listed, except the last,

are available in paperback.

Buckley, N. K., & Walker, H. M. Modifying classroom behavior: A

manual of procedure for classroom eachers. Champaign, Ill.:

Research Press Company (2612 North gatiaS,AVenue), 1970.

This book on the principles of behavior modification waF written
for teachers in a brief, nontechnical style. It contains both prose and
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programmed items for self-checks on learning. There has been an effort
to include many ',tactical examples of using the techniques in the class-
room.

Fox, R., Luszki, M., Schmuck, R. Diagnosing classroom learning environ-

ments. Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1966.

This book is one of a series of teacher resource booklets on
classroom social relations and learning. It contains many tools (inven-
tories, questionnaires, observation techniques) for gaining information
about interpersonal relations in the classroom, pupil perceptions of the
teacher, classroom experiences, and attitudes of the pupil toward himself
and school. Twenty-three usable instruments are included, and many val-
uable ideas

Schmuck, R., Chesler, M., Lippitt, R. Problem solving to improve class-

room learning. Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1966.

(Another of the three teacher resource booklets on classroom
social relations and learning.)

The authors give very clear, detailed procedures for identifying
problems in the classroom and designing a plan to correct the problems.
Teaching practices to improve the classroom atmosphere and the use of
student government for maintaining classroom discipline are described.
Suggestions for obtaining student feedback and evaluating practices ob-
jectively are given in detail. The last chapter presents four case
studis as examples.

Gordon, I. J. Studying the child in school. New York: John Wiley

Sons, Inc., 1966.

Although it is a little more technical than the book by Fox,
Luszki, and Schmuck, the author has written it for the purpose of equip-
ping the teacher to study individuals and groups of children. He pro-
vides the reader with instruments to assess a child's way of thinking
and learning, and his "personality." Tools for assessing the peer cul-
ture and the ecology of the classroom are included also. Gordon ex-
plains theories and some research to help the reader understand the need
for and the purpose of the methods and tools advocated.

Purkey, W. W. Self-concept and school achievement. Englewood Cliffs,

N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1970.

This book has been acclaimed by teachers as most helpful in
increasing their understanding of the individual's self-concept and its
relationship to learning behavior. Chapter Four is an excellent descrip-
tion of ways the teacher can become a significant force in building pos-
itive and realistic self-concepts in students. This author also attempts
to present important theories and research in a simple fashion that will
be useful to the teacher.

Thomas, R. M. Aiding the maladjusted pupil: A guide for teachers. New

York: David McKay Company, 1967.
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The author's purpose was to help teachers diagnose the specific
problems of "maladjusted" children and plan ways of increasing theadjust-
ment of individuals. The book is divided into three parts: Personality
Theory for Classroom Use, The Teacher's Role, and Classroom Cases of
Maladjustment. Practical suggestions are ir-luded throughout the book.

Moustakas, C. The authentic teacher. Cambridge, Mass. (02139): Howard

A. Doyle Publishing Company, 1966.

This book describes, with the help of many excellent illustra-
tions, the ways in which a teacher may develop an optimal climate for
learning and personal-social development. Teachers have found it a use-
ful guide in facilitating emotional expression in the classroom and re-
leasing damaging tensions and negative attitudes. It provides readers
with inspiration and valuable suggestions for increasing respect for
individuals and self-direction in the classroom.

Rogers, C. R. Freedom to learn. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill

Publishing Company, 1969.

Although this is a somewhat more philosophical book than others
on this list, the author has carefully included many practical sugges-
tions and illustrations. 1 -le provides rather specific instruction in
the methods of creating a climate of freedom and responsibility in the
classroom. It is worthwhile reading just to reexamine one's philosophy
of life and education and to examine alternative ways of making the
school experiences more meaningful for individuals.

Glasser, W. Schools without failure. New York: Harper Row, 1969.

This book is most valuable for its discussion of class meetings.
The author is the originator of "class meetings," by that name, and he
clearly answers questions teachers ask about how to start class meetings
and keep them going. This book is especially recommended for teachers
seeking assistance with that skill.


